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Ottawa County Times.
VOL.

HOLLAND, MICHIGAN, MARCH

I.

NO.

52, 1892.

9.

I'rorrMtluga of t hr Common Council,
citizens'caucus to- C. John, pastor, have placed a new orTha Balia* of R. 1C** Belatlva*.
The
common council met last Monday Oh, there wai dashingRudyard Kipling,wha
gan in their church. A good example
morrow evening at the opera house.
evening pursuant to adjournmentand
came out of the that.
Owing to the constant increase in for many ohvrches to follow.
in the absence of the mavor was called With his wildly wird and wondrous tales of
HollandCity Ii » tmde center In the mldet of u thrifty femlnK community. It U » bu«y piece,
The
Market
street Holland Christian to order by the president pro tom.
man and bird and beast;
pogNetwInKmany ntturfcl end acquired edventeKce,busy manufactorlee end an unrlraled reull their practiceDrs. Gillespie and LemPresent: Aldermen Lokker, Hun
Hummel, Oh, gladly did Wu welcome him, his stories an*
trade. The retail hualnm occuplea handwme modern hulldlnga and la carried on by aterllnx, ley of the Central Dental Parlors have Reformed congregation held a meeting
his layc.
last week to agitato the matter of erect- Schoon, Dalman, Costing and Haberpuehlhg buelneaamen. A quarry of the flneat buildingatone la In active operationJust outside of
And our critics stopped their findingfault and.
secured the services of Dr. A. Lambert
the city. A plant of the Edison electric light la used. It has a llrat class water works system, tire
lag a ptrochlalschool. Lotor wo hour
tom «ad tho olerk.
gave him only praise.
Reading of minutes and regular order
.department,fairgrounds,and the flneat graded streets of any city In the State. It has elegant of Springfield,111., a graduate from the
that thd parochial part is to be left out of businesssuspended.
Aad while ws shouted welcome loud and read
fchurehcs of all denominations, Hope college, high schools,libraries, etc., commensurateto Its Missouri College of Dental Surgery.
each book he wrote,
The city treasurer reportedfor the
tjieeds. An Immenserailway freight, expressand passengertraffleIs transacted. It has steamboat He is a man of experience and a skill- and that It will bo a school for the purWa were told about his fatbsr in a Literary
Blues to Chicago and Milwaukee.MacatawaHay furnishes the finest privilegesIn the State for
pose of giving the children an oppor- fiscal year ending on the third Monday
Note;
ful workman in his profession.
iuMarch.— Accepted and ordered plac *u
manufactoriesand shipping. The harlmr is one of the best on the east shore of Lake Michigan.
And that this elder Kipling in the quiet of his
tunity to study the Dutch language, so
on file and the committeeon claims ami
Through the agency of Squire Isaac
Manufactoriesare many with heavy capital invested,machinery,wagons, ilourlng mills,
home
that children can better understand accounts instructedto make the annual
Had oeiiedhis able |*n and writ a large sub{furniture, tanneries,planing mills, basket factories, farming implements, slave and beading, Fairbanks the following pensions were
what
is
being
taught,
as
at
present
the
settlement
with
the
city
treasurer.
stantial
tome.
gutter tub factories and many others,with more projected and being pushed. Macatawa Park,
recently grunted: Rev. Joseph R. TayThe board of water commissionersWhile this (aad eke new one* by Rud.) we each
fmawa Beach, Shady Side and Harrington'sLanding arc some of the finest summer resorts in the
majority, of the children know very
lor, chaplain 123rd N. Y., colored Reg.
pursuant to provisionof the city charUtate as the hundreds of thounandi who hare visited them can testify. They are five or six miles
most gladly read.
little of the language. Next week
ter, submitted their seventh annual re- There came to ns another Note, and this Is
jtrom the city and are reached by rail or by a delightfulride on one of the lake steamers. The at $12 i>er month, new law; Charles
Wednesday
another
meeting
will be port, said report embracing an itemized
what it said:
Spirit of push and progressprevades all departments of trade. Holland possessesthe reputation Miles, Co. “I” 1st Reg. Mich, light arhold an£ a more definite conclusion statement of the revenues and expendi- "Young Hudyard Kipling'smarried sister, oae
Jf being the best of markets,snd real estate is in great demand. As it is, it Is a busy city of 5,000
tillery, at ?12 per month, new law.
Mrs. Brown by name.
Inhabitants. As it will be, it will be one of the busiest of Michigan cities.
will probably be reached. It seems to tures of the differentbranches and deHas produced a book of stories and will shortly
partments
of work under their control
^""personal.
print the Mime."
us that (his is not a move in the right
and a statementof the condition,proMrs J. McCarthy of Grand Rapids is diroctioft.To erect a parochial school
gress
and
operation
of
said
water
works
And
so
this volume, too, we read (with further
Times. Call at Win. Brusse & Co. for a shop visiting Mr. and Mrs. J. P. Oggel.
ones by Kip.l,
would hb the height of folly while a for the fiscal year ending on the third
cap. which they give away free.
Till from another Note wegut tbesubappended
M. 0. MANTINO, Editor and Publisher.
Mrs. C. Steketee is quite seriously ill. school for studying the Dutch language Monday in March, 1892, and concluding
tip;
C. Blom, Sr., has put in an engine for
their report with the following stateA younger brother of R. K. for the press haa
would uot be very apt to prove a great
E.
Vander
Veen
returned
last
Saturment,
to-wit:
Tho
expenditures
for
the
Published Every Friday, at Holland Michigan. the purpose of cleaning bottles. He
mads a piece:
success. The young puoble demand past year for operating expenses have Likewise a single sister,two nephews and a
day from a visit to .Grand Rapids.
rents the power from Al. Huntley.
been $2,620.40,and the receipts for
niece.
Terms of Subscription,•1.60 per year, or II per
Gottlieb Laopple visited Jacob Van- Sunday service in the English lanP. Higgins has sold his photorental and tapping mains $2,171.16,
year if paid in advance.
guage.
Why
then, would it not be a
Four
unclm and two grandmammas, a ward nf
der Veen at Grand Rapids last Saturshowing an apparent loss of $449,21. To
AdvertisingRates made known on Application. graph galleryte F. E. Payne of MuskeMr. Brown, 1
better
plan
to hold service also in the
day, who is quite sick.
this should bo added annual interest on Six aunts aad also oae stepbrothernow broagbt
gon.
English language?
are certain water bonds $2,177.50, making an aptheir wares to town;
Prof. Jas. Sutphen took a trip to
This has been examinationweek at
that a iprge number of the young peo- parent annual loss of $2,626.74, but to There also came a rumor wild, not altogether
Grand Rapids Saturday.
proved.
offset this we have lire protection from
the Public schools. Next week vacaple of the Holland Christian Reformed
Election tickets printed at the OttaProf. Kollcn left for the east this
78
hydrants
which
if paid for at the Of a distant kindredtrust for cousins shove
tion.
nine times removed.
congregationattend other churches average rate, $60 (paid in cities where
wa County Times’ office. (live
a
week in the interest of the college
Rev. Geo. Davis of Pcapack, N. J.
simply localise they prefer to hear a the water works are owned by private Still we gladly waded through 'em all ner
library.
trial.
showed our inward pain,
will preach again in Hope church next
sermon in the English language. If corporations),would cost $4,680,showJohn Bartsch of the Cappon & Bertsch
ing a decided gain resultingto our city Till a startling word which blanched oar
Sunday morning and evening.
the HoBand Christian Reformed young
cheeks across th* ocean came;
Leather Co. is dangerouslyill at his
from municipal ownership.— Approved
"Today R. Kipling will be married," waa all
people ire to be kept to that faith they and ordered placed on file.
The spring vacation at Hope College home in Grand Rapids.
the cable said.
will hale to give them what they preThe council then adjourned to the But still these abort and simple words made
commences this noon. The Chicago &
All who desire to secure a photograph
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Steketee spent
followingevening, Tuesday.
strong men bow the head.
fer.
_
West Michigan R. R. offers reduced
of Rev. J. T. Bergen can get them at
The common councilmet pursuant to
Sunday at South Haven with the latFor
there
uproee a frightful vision before our
rates to the students.
At the Opera House.
adjournment and in the absence of the
Hopkins’ gallery for only 25c.
ters' parents.
trembling sight
mayor
was
called
to
order
by
the
presiLast
Monday
evening
the
Sothern—
The Ladies Aid Society of the M. E.
Of the time so swiftly coming when her famand J. Van Putten expect to start
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Bosman went to
ily ’d start to write;
Bock Co., in their “Josephine, or the dent pro tem.
church will have a social at the resia stave factory at New Richmond in
Present:Aldermen TerVrec, Lokker, Yes, strong men bowed the whitened head,
Kalamazoo Tuesday to visit relatives
Child of the Regiment” pleved to a Hummel, Schoon, Dalman, Oosting,
dence
of Mr. and Mrs. Dan. Wise on
frames with feeling shook
connection with their saw mill there.
and friends.
small house. “Josephine”acted her Habermann, presidentpro tym, and the At the thought of Kipling's spouse's uncle's
Ninth street, Friday evening, April 1.
See the new ad of Paul A. Stoketee.
cousin’sdaughter's book!
Mr. and Mrs. Marinus Van Putten part well and a few other features of clerk.
All are invited.
He has the finest lot of glassware, porreturned from their visit to Grand the play were fair. On the whole the
Heading of minutes and regular order j oh, Kipling,yon who came op from the mysThe new wagon of the West Michiof business
tic, marr'loua east.
celain &Ld crockery in the city and is
Haven this week.
play did not come up to expectations.
The committeeon annual settlement i Call off those blessedrelatives that ever on
gan steam laundry made its appearance
selling at low prices.
Mrs. Rev. H. Gcerlings of Decatur,
reported as
...
fe“t!
this week. Messrs. Swift and Measure
winufMich., is spending a few days in the
stillfind time
^ certainly deservimr nf tho enterpriB
mon
council
of
the
city
of
Holland
To read tbjr weirdly wondrous tales and cam
Pehryjf the blind musician,gave a
Gentlemen: — Your committee apthy witching rhyme!
a miuJUS L
Daniel Cook returnedfrom the De- pi&notofto lecture recital to a small pointed to make the annual settlement
-Nsw York Tribuna. *
The “Board of Trustees” of the Clasute longer, never give up then for that’s
audienflfe.
Mr.
Perry
is
certainly
a
with the city treasurer would state that
troit Medical collegelast Friday.
sical
Board
of Charity will hold their
just the place and time that the tide’ll
master' at the pianoforte and inter- they have examined the report of the
LOCAL^ARKETS.
R. W. Kellogg of Syracuse, N. Y.,
regular spring session in the First Ref.
turn.
spersed his musical renderingswith city treasurer herewith submitted and
Prices Paid to Farmers.
eonstttutingthe books and vouchersof
church of this city on Tuesday, April cousin of Mrs. Dr. Mabbs, has been visLast Sunday night an attempt was
clevef Sketches of the different producproduce,
tho city treasurer, comparingthem with
iting here. 'Last Tuesday Mrs. Mabbs
5th, at 11 o'clock a. m.
Huttcr, perib .........................
— ....... •£
made to tire the saloon of Peter Brown.
tions. - To the musicianor scholar of the accounts as kept by the city clerk,
f
and Mr. Kellogg left for Chicago.
Eggs, perdoz ..........................
.y*
Cornelius Traus, 15 years old, was ar-Five -boxes, of matches were shoved
musicy4he program was delightfuland and found a balance on hand, in cash,
Dried Apples, per lb ...............r
j»
Miss
Jennie
Workman,
of
the
Workof
six
thousand
one
hundred
and
fiftyunder the rear door, kerosene oil poured rested last Monday for truancy and
instroifitive,
but we doubt whether an
Potatoes, per bu ..........................18 toVJO
seven dollars and twenty-seven cents
man Sisters millinery, is gone to DeOnions, per bu ............................
50to
over them and ignited. In some way general cussedriess.He was. taken beentertainment of that kind strikes a
($6,157.27),and a certificate of deposit
troit to buy the spring stock of goods.
fore
Justice
Van
Schelven
and
sent
to
the attempt proved a failure.
popular chord. Just before the enter- in the Holland City State Bank, us here- Beans, per bu ........................ ..1.00to IW
the Reform school at Lansing.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Steketee attended tainRWfktone of the legs of the piano with presented,showing that the said Beans, hand picked, perbu ............1.15 to L25
Last Sunday evening throe boys by
Apples,per bu ...............................
GRAIN.
The regular spring session of the Clas- the funerallast Friday of Mrs. Steke- became detached letting the instru- amount of six thousand one hundred
the names of Pearl, Tubergen and Carr
and
fifty-seven dollars and twenty-seven \N heat, per bu ..................................
tee’s niece at South Haven.
sisof
Holland
will
be
held
in
the
First
ment
qome
down
and
damaging
it
conand three girls, two by the name Ducents ($6,157.27) stands placed to his Oats, perbu .......................... ........’jg
Mrs. C. H. Harmon left yesterday for sidertito.A large number of the mu- credit as city treasurer upon the books Corn, per bu .....................................
..
verney and one De Boer, were arrested Ref. church of this city on Wednesday,
U»
of said bank, and we recommend that Harley, per 100 .......................
April
6th,
at
10:30
a.
m.
. The classical Grand Rapids where she will spend a sic acbtajfs attended.
- on the charge of disorderly conduct.
•
the settlement herewith presented be Buckwheat, per bu ............................
On Monday they were bfoughT before discoursewill be cfclivered by the retir- week with friends. She will also pick
Rye, perbu....................!..........’.;f..75
approved.
ing
president
Rev.
A.
H.
Strabbing.
up the latest ideas in hair dressing.
JusticePost and held for trial nntil toWednesday evening Frank Tucker's
All of which is respectfully submitted. Clover Seed, per bu ...........................y.oo
BEEF, PORK, ETC.
day. The three girls were in the meanSee the new ad. of J. R. Van Oort in
Holland, Mich., March 17, 1892.
Rev. Jas. F. Zwemer of Orange City, MinstrelCo., played to a crowded house.
Hams, smoked, per lb ....................07 to.fla
John
Hummel,
) Committee
time taken to Grand Haven.
The
program
consisted
of
the
usual,
another column. The New Aurora Iowa, is in the city.
Shoulders,smoked, per lb ............... 06 to nr
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Peter Oosting,
on
Chickens,dressed, per lb ................ Ofi to'.IO
A runaway created considerable ex- Range and the Aurora Evaporating J. C. Post went to Newaygo last minstrelsongs, dances, tumbling, playL.
) Settlement.
ing instruments,guys and several —Approved and ordered placed on file. Chickens, live, perib ................... 00 to JR,
citement last Monday afternoon. Our Stoves are sold by him. It is justly Wednesday.
Turkey, dressed,per lb ........................ to
chestnuts. Fora popular program it
The mayor here appearedand took
laundrymanG. J. Pessink was out de- claimed that these are the best stoves
Turkey, live, per
........................... /JT
Alderman Breyman was out on the
his
seat.
was quite good and the company will
livering wofifc with Paul Steketee's and ranges in the market.
Tallow, perib ..................................w
street again yesterday.He has been
The following named persons were
mustang hitched to a wagon of H.
We see from the Benton Harbor Pal confined to the house for some time no doubt draw well exceptingin the electedelection commissioners for the Lard, per lb ......................... *,08
Beef, dressed,perib..... ................04 to .05
large
cities.
Boone. After dinner Mr. Pessink ladium, that our former townsman, R.
annual charter election to be held in
with grip and rheumatism.
Pork, dressed,perib ...................5^ to JW
this
city
on
the
firstMonday
(the
fourth
drove in his yard and set a mess of oats E. Workman, has been nominated by
Public AuctlouH.
Mutton, dressed,perib ......................07£.
Miss
Jennie
Mulder,
who
has
made
a
day) of April, 1892, as follows: Cornebefore the pony. This was probably the democrats of the third ward of that
Piblic auctions will be held at the
Teal, per lb ..............................06 to JR
lius J. De Roo, Jacob G. Van Putten,
WOOD AND COAL.
somethingnew to the animal and he city as alderman for one year. We prolonged visit at Decatur, Mich., with followingplaces and time:
and Johannes Dykema. Pursuant to
Price to consumers.
Rev.
"and
Mrs.
H.
Gcerlings,
returned
immediatelystarted out of the yard, doubt not but that Mr. Workman will
Wednesday,March 30, at 10 o'clock provisions of the city charter the fol- Dry Bench, peijcord .......... ............ .2^0
last Tuesday.
east down Eighth, then along Cedar, be elected.
2.00
a. m. at the farm of C. De Koster, west lowing named persons were appointed Dry HurUJMuple, per cord ....................
to act as inspectors of election in the Green Beach per cord ........................
tjjo
Ninth and Market streets,delivering
C. Lillie of Coopersvilleregistered of Zeeland.
wards set opposite their respective Hard Coal, per ton ............................
The members of the Union singing
gjo
cuffs, collars, shirts etc. along the route.
at the City hotel last Wednesday.
Thursday, March 31, at 10 o'clock a. names, as follows: First ward— C. M.
Soft Coal, per ton ............................
i.00
school, on the occasionof their first anOn the corner at the First State Bank,
C. E. Bassett of Allegan was in the in., it the farm of H. De Kruif, Sr., 1 Steffens; Second ward— William Hayes;
FLOUR AND FEED.
niversary last Wednesday evening,
Price to consumers.
the plate glass came very near being
mile east and I mile north of Zeeland. Third ward— Johannes Dykema: Fourth
city Wednesday.
Hay. per ton .................................
JL00
surprisedtheir leader Jim Cook at his
ward— William J. Davidson.
demolished by the animal taking the
Flour. "Sunlight,"patent, per barrel........ 5.20
Tuesday,
April
5, at 10 o’clock a. m.,
Miss Jo Benjamin, trimmer at Mrs.
The clerk was instructed to see that Flour* " Daisy,”straight, per barrel ..........4.80
home and presented him with an elesidewalk. The wagon was overturned
at the farm of Arend J. Broekhuis, Bor- booths and railingswere placed at the Ground Feed, .95 per hundred, 18.00per ton.
gant blue plush sofa chair. A very M. Bertsch’s millinery, left yesterday
and was minus one wheel and collided
several polling places designatedfor Corn Meal, unbolted,0.90 per hundred, 17.00 par
culo, just south of Riemersraa'sstore.
for Chicago, where she will spend sevton.
pleasant evening was spent, i
with hitching posts regardless of conWednesday, April 6, at 10 o'clock a. holding the next annual charter elec- Corn Meal, bolted, 3.00 per barrel.
eral davs looking up the latest styles
Middlings,.95 per hundred, 18.00per ton.
tion.
' .sequences. At Kremer’s drug store the
H. Meyer & Son have now the exclum., at the farm of Jacob Meeuwsen, 1
Bran, .90 per hundred, 17.00 per ton.
and ideas in trimming.
Council adjourned.
Linseed Meal, 1.40 per hundred.
processionran into a horse and buggy sive agency for North Allegan and South
mile south of Holland.
A. G. Huizinga is home from Chicabreaking one of the shafts. Before the Ottawa counties,of the Light Running
We
quote the followingfrom a letter LIVE STOCK AND PRODUCE MARKETS..
SCHOOL BOARD PROCEEDINGS.
amusing little animal could extricate New Domestic sewing machine. If you go during vacation.
received the other day from a former
Holland, Mich., March 18, ’92.
Chicago.
residentnear this city, but who is now
A. Steketee is on the sick list this
h mself he was caught. Damages about want to buy or trade a machine give
Chicago,March •£!.
The
Board
met
pursuant
to
an
adin
South
Dakota:
815. The mustang was not hurt.
them a call as they have built up a rep- week.
“We are all well at present but we’ve Follows wero the quotationson the board ot
journment. President Ballard called
utation for honest and fair treatment.
trade today: Wheat— No. March, openudJohn H. and L. Slotman of iDverisel
all had the grip this winter. This is
As the time for spring election draws
the meeting to order. Members presclosed 8-‘J4c; May, opened and closed
called
on
us lust Wednesday.
the
first real winter we have experi- 83J6; July, opened 8o%c, closed 84. Corn— No.
About thirty young people surprised
tf* nigh, township and city candidates are
ent: Mokma, Mabbs, Hummer and Ver enced as long as we have been in Dako2 March, opened 37c, closed 8714c; May, opened
A. M. Kanters leaves for Montana Schure. Minutes of previous meeting ta but it made up for several years.*
being freely discussed and ventilated. Miss Carrie Vandyke at Jier home in
88J4c, closed 3894c; June, opened 37J4c, closeA
At the republican township caucus held the fifth ward lust Monday evening. next Tuesday.
You ought to have seen the blizzards. 38c. Oats— May, opened 27^c, closed 28c:
read and approved.
June, ojteuod27%c. dosed 2794c.Pork -March,
last week, the following ticket was put Refreshmentswere served and u very
Albertus Michmershuizen and John
The followingapplicationsfor teach- The snow was clear up to the roof of opened $9.90, closed JO.tCJ-frMay, opened $10.05,
the house. One morning when I got
in the field: Supervisor, John Kerkhof; enjoyable time was bud by all present. H. Kropsehot of Overisel called at our ers were presented and read, viz: Miss
dosed $10.1%; July, opened $10.21, (dosed..
up, the windows and door were all cov$10.30. Lard March, opened $0.1.%, doswk.
clerk, A. Vander Haar; treasurer, Before leaving the callers presented office Wednesday.
Lillian Reamer, Miss Senie Visscher. ered with snow. I always took the
HUTtfc.
Miss
Vandyke
with
a
very
handsome
Luke Lugers; com. of highways, Gerrit
Miss Lena Herold went to Grand Miss BeatriceKimpton and Miss Grace shovel in the bouse at night and let mo
Produce - Butter, fancy separator, 28c p«£
tell you I needed it that morning. lb; tine creameries, 20@27c; dance, fancy,,
Rooks; school inspector, Albert J. cup.
Gordon.
Rapids yesterday.
When I opened the door it was dark, freeh, 21® 23c; packing stock, fresh, 14® lie.
Rooks; board of review, Harm Ten
The Woman’s Christian Temperance
Tiie committee on teachers presented so I had to shovel a tunnel through the Eggs- Fresh candled, loss off, 13c per dux.
C. Blom. Sr., went to South Haven
Have and Jan G. Witteveen; drain Union have arranged with the Y. W.
report recommending the promotionof snow to get out. The snow was level Dressed poultry- Spring chickens, 1114® Mu
yesterday.
per lb; roostero, 6c; ducks, 13Vcl4c; geese, 7®
com., Michael Bos; justice, Arend C. A. to use their rooms in the Kantors'
Abby L. Ross to the vacancy caused by with the top of the barn, no door or 11c; tu keys, young toms, 12^®13c; fancy
window
being
visible.
A
few
days
ago
Visscher.At the citizens caucus the block. Hereafter regular meetings will
hsus, 1414® 15c; old gobblers. U®lUc. Potatoes
the resignationof Miss Minnie Coate,
CHURCH ITEMS.
one of my eows walked on the roof and
nominees are: Supervisor, John Kerk- be held there at 3 p. in. every Friday.
Rev. J. Van Houten of South Holland assistant principalof high school, at a fell through. I thought at first she — Hebrons,28®90c per bu; Burbanks,30®Hlc;
Rose, 304(85o fur feed; Peerless, 25®28c for
hof; clerk, A. Vander Haar; treasurer, All women will lie welcome whether to 111., has been called by the Reformed salary of $450. On motion it was re- had broken her neck but luckily 1 was seed; common to inxir mixed lots, 28® 25c;
John Westbrook; com. of highways, D. visit or to join the union, strangers as church at Overisel.
solved that the report of the committee mistaken. The weather here is very Early Ohio*,4>®'i0c. Sweet potatoes,III iuois,
$1.50®2.2.'>j»er bbl. Applet-Common, $1.7541
Miedema; drain com., B. Kammoraad: well as residentsof the city.
Rev. J. J. VanZanten of Grand Haven on teachers be adopted, whereupon a changeable.”
2.00 per bbl; good, j2.U0®22.,a; fancy, $2.35®
school inspector, Albert J. Rooks:
2.C0.
has declined the call to the Reformed general discussionfollowed and on moKuitc brothers slaughtered a fourCITIZEN’S CAUCUSLive stock— Prices at tho Uni m Stock yards,
board of review, Harm Ten Have and
church at New Holland, Mich.
tion it was further resolved that the
A
citizens
caucus
will
be
held
at
the
year-oldsteer yesterday which weighed
today ranged as follows: Hogs — Uoket
Philip Hey boor; justice, Bernard RikRev. A. H. Strabbingof Hamilton motion relative to the promotion of opera house to-morrow (Saturday)even- active and prices 5®10c higher; sales range!
alive, over 2,000 pounds. The dressed
sem; constables,Henry Rooks, Peter
at $:i.90®4.76
pigs, $4.&5®5.9U light, >U5®i3j
has declined the call extended to him Miss Itoss as assistant principal be de- ing at 7:30 o’clock.
weight was over 1,100 pounds. We
rough (tacking,$l.'0®L8jmixed, $ 1.40® 4.6 1.
Heyboer, Gerrit Riemersma and Henry
by the Reformed church at Waupun, ferred for one week until March 25. '92.
heavy packing and shipping lots.
doubt whether a heavier four-year-old
Plaggerman. The democrats of the
Wis.
Carried unanimously^ Board ad- The republicans at their city caucus Cattle— Market fairly activeand prioue firmsteer was ever brought in the city. Go
last night put up the following ticket: er: quotations ranged ut $I.Cj iiS.lo choice to
township nominated for supervisor,
The First Reformed church at Grand journed. C. Veb Schure, Sec.
to Kuite’s market tomorrow and get
Mayor— E. J. Harrington;School In- extra shipping steers. $3.95® 4..Vigood to choirs
Philip Heyboer; clerk, John Stegeman:
Rapids has extended a call to Rev.
$y.j0®3.6)fair to good. $8.00®3.Mcommon
some of the roasts or beaf. It is not
spectors—
W. H. Beach and C. J. De jo.
treasurer, John Westenbroek; com. of
List of letters advertisedfor the week
to medium do, $3.U0®3.6 ) butchers’steers, $2,511.
Win. Livingston of Irving Park, Chicaoften that such beef can be secured.
highways, Dirk Miedema; drain com.,
ending March 24th, at the Holland, Roc: Supervisor — G. Van Schelven; ®3.2U slockers, $2.75®3.UO Texas steers. $3,114®
go, 111.
8.80 feeders,tl.W®3.40cows, $1.75®3.0f)
lulls
B. Kammoraad; school Inspector, C.
Another runaway came very near goRev. J. Riemersma of Zeeland has Mich., post office: J. De Klein. H. E. Clerk— Geo. H. Sipp; Marshal— B. Kep- aud $2.50® 50 veal calves.

SCHOON,

lb

C.

i

6.

K. Lahuis; member of board of review, ing into the Hope office opposite Beck- been called to the Christian Reformed Venun. Charles Wolf.
H. Vander SchraalT for one year and er's mill. It seems that farmers lot church at Pella, Iowa.
G. J. Van Duren. P. M.

Harm Kragt for two

years; justice, B.

Riksen; constables, Henry Hazekump,

Ebel Regncrus, Jacob Sebippers and
Jan Mass. The republicansof the city
held their ward caucuses last night at
the opera house. Saturday evening a
citizens caucus will be held at the
oper house.

pel; Treasurer— J. Pessink; Justice— G.

Sheep— Market moderately

active

and prictw

Diekema; Aldermen— 1st ward, John firmer;quotations ranged at $5 ,0J® 15 westerns. $1.75®6.2) natives, and $5.25®7.0JIambs.
Kruisinga;
2nd ward, P. De Spelder;
their teams stand at the mill without
Rev. E. Broene of Drenthe has de
Detroit.
A Card of Thanks— The South 3rd ward, John Kramer: 4th watxl. John
hitching and the least thing frighten- dined the call to the Christian ReDktuoit, March 82
Ottawa Teachers association hereby Van Anrooy.
Wheat -No. 2 red cash. 9094c: May, 9094c;.
ing them they start for the street, and formed church at Fremont,Mich., and
wishes toexpress their hearty appreciaNo. 1 white cash, 89^0. Corn —No. 2 cash, ittte
if not turning sharply to one side they to Jamestown,Mich.’
tion and sincerethanks to the people of
The finest imperial and cabinet Oatu-No. 2 cash, 29c.
run into the front of the office orcollide
Rev. J. Vander Meulen of this city Holland for the royal welcome and ele- photos at popular prices. Childrens'
Toledo.
ToiJUK), March 2&
with fhe hitching posts. To prevent will preach in the town hall at Allen- gant repast furnished them at the City photos a speciality. Life size portraits
hotel at their last session in Holland in oil, crayon and* water colors at Hoj>Wheat -Cash, 9UKc; May. 9994c;July, «94<^
runaways as fur as possible teams should dale Center next Sunday
klns’ Eighth Street Studio, Holland, August,85®85HfC-Corn— Cash, 40c. OatsMarch 12 and 13. 1892.
lie securely hitched.
Nominal. Clover seed -Cash. $7.35.
The congregation at Ebenezer,Rev.
By Order of Com.
Mich.
.

J.

9.

Ottawa County Times.
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t'ach one doe* not do hit very best, then
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RAPID ROAD TO COMPETENCE- member
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“i.WaAtagtopTimber gamicirclehad approached very much
|

w««*fuTo*i.

'

Seattle I'ust lutelligenoer has

i*

shiftless or ignoi-ant to

farniojf I" the wrwit. let him admit
•%; mMl r»t)Id, r»d to
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.v.ninU.r.ot,

pro- The

making his own land

.h.ima

STEKETEE’S
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PRACTICAL

AND

Isccnding towards the town. A whole
!

ALFRED HUNTLE

ENGINEER
—
—

^

advance guard of briars ami vines had

MACHINIST.;
Repairing of all kinds. Mill and En-

and intelligencego hand in hand on buaginative sketch, which it credit* to of the suburb*,
every farm. If u man
lazy. Alphonse Ilaudet, the well-khown J hen Woodstown conimcnce<. toun-

-K»IU

CrmmtMf

AH*

8‘,dden,>’ wmi° onp crl®d out: ‘,Look at

dune to the utmost, ami where industry home where found the following clever j stretchedout as far as the first houses

HywUm WIm«
m« • KbIImm-— Thr Fariarr
mt thm

vrM

is

FOREST

»Krl«ultur,l
M»i*w

community will suf- rn*

best then that

ter. Tta
|mwper(jiw
MANY CROPJFARMING. communities
are those ir which each'

THE

A

it,

fam

properly. noveliht:

but never try to

ex-, “The

it.

gine Repairs a Specialty.

deretand and be afraid. Nevertheless,

IMPROVED

site was suberb for building a everybody foil bravely to work with

Castings in Brass and Iron.

cm

Cor. River and Seventh Streets.
wythea, harrows and axes, and they
made an immense abattis of Ixmghs.
HOLLAND, MICH.
iodupondenw. IU.
to to
Tto MIIUbk
’’J' '“Ulns * 1““ 01
of
But in vain. From hour to hour the
eiwt**ltoo«£rJKM»»forth*
.lTCi ud If followed
rf the
Tk. mllkinL* machine, which wa, j the imiaeni* vlr*ln lurert rooted there
confusionof virgin forests amid which
extent and to tho full
^
loudly heraldedby the Enflirh un(l -lore thebcgiaala^oUlte
world The.,
J. G.
M. I)
term it will demaud • man a
^ ^ Scutch newapapt.raa lev, month. „Ko. »b-ltere-d all around by wooded hill. the twining of vines joins gigantic sap- HOG CHOLERA, and
lings together, invaded the streets of
ability to both plan uud execute,
PIN WORMS IN HORSES.
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON.
don not apt)cr now to be a very brllllMt to*c *uul<i to™* “ *•
01
Woodstown.Already the insects and
rarely indeed that one who follows
Kteoc. The London Dairymen'* Jour- » n,a«nilie.,nt hm bor, eetablUhed at
UlTOBEDf Or THEM.
Special attention to Diseases of t
reptiles were pouring in. There were
method will fail to be m*lf*#ubtainh.
Boswau. Ib4.. Oct tj. it*.
al pronounces it a flat failure. It >ays, the mouth of the Red River, but
Eye, Ear, Nose, and Throat.
nests in all the corners,a great flutter
Mr O. 0. fccteno:— YoaTjUf C?»Ur» *
even in the poorent yearn, and be will
miles from tno sea.
vkichlMtMbMMO
recentlysaw a poor cow pumped
OfliPf.one door north of Meyer* Son's Mihl„
of
wings
and
multitudes
of
chattering
not be apt to be heavily burdened with
As soon as the government at Washstore, River SL. lloHsnd, Mich. Office boors.
with
^ftcr the machine had £n10 to 15 A. M. ;
W t» « I*, m., and evenings. Css
debt*, contracted to carry him through
ington bad granted the privilege,car- little beaks. In a single day the grana•Imo be found st bis office during the night.
hnU
off her drover milked another
ries of the town were emptied by newly
a year of crop failure. In the first place
penters and woodeboppera went to
with0Ut
tr0Uble
his effort will bo directed towards the nailful ou *
work. But you never saw such a for* hatched broods. Then like a touch of
productionof everythingneeded for whatever ” W« iliall probably have to rest. Clinging to the *oil with all its irony in the midst of the disaster, but.H. J.
the sustenance of himself, his family
vines, with all its roots, when they terfliesof all sizes, of all colors, sailed
VTEKKTKK, otmrt Kapfio, Mkh.
above the clusters of blossoms, and the
and his working stock, so far as his a while longer. _
felled it at one end it sprang up again
ICbaumm au Oran HooCmolua
soil and location will permit of this.
Valar rMiro
Kr#d.
at the other, acquiring freah youth provident bees that seek sure shelters,
Then will come some “money crop* for
There is not much qe^tion but that, from its wound*, and each blow of the installed their honeycombs in the holThb Best Shaves and Hair Cut* in the
market and the raising of live stock an animal receivesmore
rom axe brought green buds. The streets, lows of the so swiftly grown trees as a
city, at the Eagle Tonsorial Parlors.
and the growing of such crop* as will a given amount of grain t>1 ^ ^el> the town squares, barely marked out, proof of their intentionto remain.
North of DeKroker’s meat market.
be required to feed them up to full ma- ground than if it is fed whole, bul tbJ- ^ were invaded by vegetation. The walls
Vaguely, amid the noisy swell of the
turity. Such a man will fatten his own it one objectionto ground feed, that grew less quickly then the trees, and foliage, the hollow strokes of the axes
River St., Holland, Mich.
beef, pork and mutton upon his own it that the mass put into the Htomaeh a* soon as raised crumbled beneath the and hatches were heard, but on the
home-grown hay and corn, and you can is apt to solidifyand become diWcuJt uphetardl°f the still living roots.
fourth day all work was admitted to be
rely upon his table being supplied the for the digestive juice* to act uj*on.
To overcome this resistance that ftnpossible.The gross grew too high, Should
the,ir feet
whole year around with heathful and This trouble may be easily met by faddullod the blades fA the hatchets and too thick. Climbing vines n0oked
nutritious food. H- will raise two colt* ing in connection with it some coarser
•well carea for.
axes they were oblidgedto hi?e Vfi* tlK-mselVi* to the Arms of the w<»od
from the marc, that do the work upon
ration. By far the best mdthod i* W course to flit*. Day and night auffoco- choppers, and prevented their movehis farm, keep a few well-bredand wellSPLENDID BOASTS!
mix the ground feed thoroughly witii ting smoke filled the deuM thickets, ments. Resides, the houses hod become
We have tor years made
fed hogs, probably a small flock of
JUICY STEAKS!
cut hay. By this means the assimilawhile the tall trees above flamed like uninhabitable;the pieces of furniture,
sheep, and he will have a garden ".nd
tion of* the grain will be as nearly comwax
candles. The forest strove to con- loaddd with leaves, had lost their
MILES OF SAUSAGE!
berry patch and orchard that will be
plete as it is possible to accomplish.
tinue the struggle, retarding the con- shape. The ceilings broke open, pierced
envied by hi* richer neighbor. He will
Everythingbelonging to a rat-class
by the lance of the yuccas, the long
flagrationwith floods of sap and
Clean, Well-Tilled Forai*.
be freer from care than the man who
meat market, at
Success in any vocation that men fol* airless coolness of its compact foljj^e. spear of the thorn trees and in the
has staked everything on a single crop
place-of the roofs spread out the im
and the chances are that he comes nut ’/ow almost always throws out some vis- Finally winter camc-oa. The s^vr foil
menac dome of the catalpas. All was
like a second death
broad
ible
sign.
Farming
is
no
exception
to
''at the end of the year with quite as
And the owners of trotters in
lands
full
of
Mackey
ln|nka
aod
over. Only flight remained.
this rule. When we see clean, wellmuch net profit.
Across the network of plants and ths vicinity can testify to our
build.
tilled fields,thrifty stock, good fences, charred roots.

euw.it. There is
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CrMunery Mulldtag.

One of the worst things that has
happened to the daily interest in this
country for a long time has been the
“boom” in creamery building.By the
“boom”
‘boom” we mean the practiceol
of ereamery firms of sending agent* through the

an

DeKraker* DeKoster

lhcy

RIVER STREET.

town, all in wood, vines that was tighteningmore and work.
more, the terrifiedpeople of Woodsrepair, wc can say pretty safely that it ,
virago stretched along the bank
town rushed toward the river, bearing
Special attention also given to
is the home of a prosperous man. The
0 , jted River, with it* broad, straight
with them as much as they could of
reverse— neglectedfields and fencr
streets, numbered and glitteringabout
lameness and diseasesof the foot.
their wealth of precious objects. But
poor stock and shabby buildin”
^isthe its squares, its
it* merchants'exchange,
it '
the wat0ri.
equally suro sign of
• vident it, raarket*, it* churches, it* school- phr

houses and barns painted and in good

Soon

.

cream-^

the-

and to induce communitiesto start ex- all
that the- -fteuld
all that

^ ^

merenanvs

^

be

:n*A

^

.....
the eye< Uo sheds,
eustom-bouseutmtirik
stations, docks,
docks, toothing was to
gantic reeds. The shipyards in which
nensive establishments without any re- you« oert to improve them. If you are depots and shipyards.The town of
^(Woodstown, a* they called it) vessels had been In the proww of con'gards to sultablenew Or otherwise of not quite as forehandedas you would
was speedily peopled by the plaster struction, had given place to forests of
the locality, or to the question of pro- like to be, try to make ytu ir neighbors
dryers
ol new places. A feverish ac- pines, and in the harbor, all in bloom,
you are by keeping everything
spectivesuccess. Where this method
the new ships looked like little islands
tivity
was
displayed in every quarter,
trim and ship-shape, and, believe me,
J* pursued the •”‘^ra usuallypay about
of verdure. Happily some protected
this effort, if righ'dy directed, will do but upon the surroundinghills comdouble for their outfit and so start with
manding the crowded thoroughfares frigates were there; upon these the
much to make you so.
crowd took refuge, and from their decks
a dead weight of unproductive capital
and the harbor packed with vessels a
they saw the old forest victoriously join
against them. The creameryis a good
Nuddrn. t'bMIT* *
somber and menacing mass extending
thing-init* proper place— but it should
Sudden changes in feeding are to be in a semi-circle. It wa* the forest the new.
never be started until it ha* a guaran- avoided in the dairy, but experiments
Gradually the trees united their tops,
looking
and
beneath the blue sky full of sunteed patronage of at least 300 cows for with, the different feeds or different comIt was gazing at the insolent town
eight months out of the twelve and for b’xations
options are always in order.
oruer. The
xitc that had taken from it it* place on the shine the enormous mass of foliage exat least two years ahead. Then put not
,t ^
aime<i at is not merely to river bank and 3,000 gigantic trees. tended from the bank of the river to
..

1

WestveW,

'

V/

more then
and

in

|

EXCHANGE.

River St., Holland.

RIVER STREET

the
#

with agent*. Creameries starts on this can be done by telling the articles in the harbor, those innumerable roofs,
this basis are usually successful and grown upon the farm — oats, corn, etc. inclined one toward the other, ever, to
such have done a great deii to advance — and by buying mill feed. In order to the last hut of the most distant suburb,
the dairy interestsof the country at determine this it is necessary to keep it had furnished everyth ing-even the

walls. From time to time the hollow
sound of something falling,the last
echo of the ruin, or the stroke of some

_

infatuatedwoodchopper’s axe, resound-

of the market fluctuationsinstrument* of toil, even the furniture ed in the depths of the foliage. Then
and to study the relative feeding val- limitingits service only by the length nothing but the vibrating silence, rustV .. TTYtlfX 1
f if wH 1
Ull
There is no crop like the corn crop ues of different items. Every farmer of« •.
its branches. Hence what terrible ling, buzzing clouds of white butterflies
whirring
over
the
deserted
river and
for ensilage. Other crops may be good who feeds stock of any sort for any pur- hatred it cherished against that town
down
there
toward
the
open
sea
a ship
for that purpose, vastly better than pose should possess himself of one of of
,1

dose watch

Targe.

Cora for Ensilage.

«

*

thieves.

If

all,

but

you want

to Hitch the Flow.

store counter noisily burst in twain.

C. BLOM, SR., Prop’r.

good

BOTTLED BEER
At the following prices

,

&

ad

House;
ue>

A

:

Farming

.

aure

become

valuable for j/^tting ; offered at low
pcioes until * arch ,8t;

NEW tHOUSE

on Tenth Street, Hol-

land, at, iow price, on monthly pay-

Quarts, per doz. $1.00

Pints,

“

“

me^ts, with small payment down.

A HOUSE AND LOT on

.50

12th street,

Holland City; centrallylocated.
Also, Houses, Lots, Farms, and other

/

property at low prices and on easy
terms.

per doz. $1.00

Made to Float-

and specially for that purpose.thanany-

buy, sell or rent

SPECIAL BARGAINS Plow OFFERED
20 acres of land near ^e new railroad
yards and Wav 6Yiy SU)ne g^y.

EXPORT

How

to

MANAGER.

Lot or Farm, call on or

when you get away from the best and most recent works on this
While winter lasted they perceived in flight, three tall green trees looming
the corn crop and still talk ensilage, subject. Money is lost constantly by nothing. The people of Woodstown up and it* sails, bearing away the last
you are getting away from the main otherwise good farmers, simply because heard occasionallya hollow cracking in from what once was Woodstown.”
point at issue. You can grow more of ignorance regarding the best uses of their roofs, in their furniture. From
SIMPLE EXPERIMENTS.
tons of actual nutrimentan to acre by food.
time to time a wall was cleft asunder, a
How to .Make Hair Stand on E«0-Needlcn Quarts,
planting and harvesting corn properly,
none at

POST,

d. C.

^

^

“plant”- procure the
---------i»^W.t/,nrolargest* -product,
but to pro- All Woodstown was made of its life. the distanthorizon. No longer a single
buying deal with principals,aot cure this at the least cost. Sometimes The towering mast* that BW&j'&bdown trace of the town, either of roofs or of
11,500 into

Real Estate

HORSESHOER and FARRIER

on. .....

UJ4JI

HOLLAND

WE SELL

EARTH

The

A farmer must know a little of every- But new wood is subject to such acciGet an ordinary tumbler filled to the
thing— more than any other man what- dents, and no one attached any imporFree delivery inside city limits.
brim
with water, and on it place a sheet
The planting of ensilagecorn should lie soever. Did it ever occur to you that tance to them. However, at the comFor 5 Cents.
done as early as possible, so as to give you must know something of the laws mencement of spring— a sudden, fierce of paper so that the surfaceof the water
Other goods at the same low rate.
may l)e completely covered. Now place
it a chance to get well matured. We
First door north of Rosebud Sample
rich ...
in sap that
of mechanics, and that, too, to apply in spring,
Bj«iug, so
™ java.
----- they
— > heard
------one
hand
on
the
paper
and
with
the
are about through with the folly of the commotestoccupationsof the farm? it beneath the ground like the babbling
Rooms, River Street, Holland, Mich.
other invert the glass. Then remove
__
.v Al...
#
. the
v. ..rA\ 4/x lux n
putting nothing but green leaves and
of
brook*—
soil
began
to
be
agitated
For instance, in hitching to the plow
your hand from the paper and the water
water in the silo. Plant varieties that
the shorter the hitch the lighter the and upheaved by in vL ible forces. In each
will not fall out, owing to the upward
grow to medium size, six inches apart
draft, other things being equal but too house the furniture,the partition walls
River Street, Holland, Mich.
pressure of the atmosphere.
in the rows, and you will get about all
REDUCED RATES
short a hitch will increasethe draft by swelled,and they saw upon the floors
Again, take a piece of thick brown
that an acre is capable of yielding.
making the plow run on its heel. Look long bulges such as mark the passage
paper about a foot square and heat it at On all Periodicals.Leave your orders
Use a slant-toothedharrow over this
of
a
mole
in
the
fields.
Neither
doors
to this matter carefully.Another thing
the file. iVhen hot place it on the ta- for any publicationin the United States
(and all other corn) as soon as it is up
connectedwith draft which one does nor windows— nothing in fact-worked
ble and rub it with a clothes-brush for or Canada, at the Post-office, Holland
far enough to see, and you will help to
not have to be much of a mechanicto any longer. “It is the dampness,” said
about half a minute. Then hold the
give it a good start in the world.
know, is that a dull tool increasesthe the inhabitants,“when warm weather
brown paper over some small light
Folly of Starving Cattle.
draft and a sharp tool lessens it. So if comes this will be over.”
Suddenly, on the morrow of a great bodies— littlepieces of blotting paper
Of course it is possibleto keep cattle you want the team to get through the
on food that contains barely enough spring plowing in good shape see that storm come from the sea, which brought will do— and the light bodies will jump
summer amid it* scorching lightning about in a most excited manner. If the
nutritionto sustain life, but when such the plowshare is kept well sharpened.
and lukewarm rain, the town, when it brown paper be held over somebody’s
a practiceis followedthere need be no
Stork
Kpriug xFasturr.
stork iu
iu Mpnnf
mn-urr. awoke, uttered a cry of stupor. The head, several hairs will immediately
expectation of getting a profit from the
MAKE A SPECIALTY OF
Now that the stock will soon be going Led r00fe 0f the public buildings, the stand on their ends, greatly to the
stock, for it cannot be done. The valuTURNING OUT
floors of
belfries of
of lhe
the churches,
churches, the
the .floors
of amusement of the spectators.
able elements of the food go to repair out to pasture,and so not under
eye as constantlyas it has been during the houses and even the wood of the
Another even more striking experithe waste of animal tissues, and there
tiie winter, take care that their want*
bedsteads wore sprinkled with a green ment, and not so generally known is
is nothing left to make again; but be
!
are not neglected in some small mat- tint, thin as mold, filmy as lace. Closely performed as follows:Get any piece of
yend this point the more food an ani
We have a large stock of Fancy
ters. In the matter of salt, for instance, examined, it was a quantity of micros- wood, not too thick, about a foot long,
mal can be made to take and assimilate
do
not let them go for a week at a time copic buds, in which the rolls (f leaves and lay it on the table in such a irosithe better the profit should be, for the
Rockers on hand which will be
excess goes directly to form some val- without it. Keep it in some convenient could already be distinguished. This tion that half of it projects ovei the
place where they can help themselves, freak of the i lo amused without caus- edge of the tabic. Place a broad book sold at lowest prices. They are
uable product.— flesh, wool, milk, etc.
and thev will take no more than they ing alarm, but before evening bouquets on that part of it which is on the table.
If you find yourselfsomewhat short of
of all
need. Put some rock salt out in the of verdure were blooming everywhere Strike the projecting part of the wood all of the latest styles— Solid Oak Job
feed and inclined to give less liberal
pasture,
and
the
cattle
will
come
and
sharply
with
a
strong
stick
or
a
poker,
IN METAL.
imioiis, we say most ciMjJijauuaiij
— do
---—upon the furniture, upon the walls.
rations,
emphatically—
frames, spring seats, and polish

thing else that can be put in the

silo.
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GOES THE
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FOUNDRY *

WE

your

PRICE

GRATE
BARS
-AND-

uu

say

.

Work

kinds

,

wood will smash in
two. You should strike very sharply finish. They range in price from
and without hesitation or the experiabout $2.50 to $20. This will be
ment may fail and your book and wood
does not pay to feed at all unless you feed of plowing and seeding.
j The iollowingday all the apartments be hurled to the other side of the room. tne only chance this season to seGOOD WOBKMANSHIP
enough to enable your stock to make
had the appearance of greenhouses. One more experiment is, perhaps, a
Too Karly.
cure such bargains on Rockers.
AND LOW P NICE 8^
some gain right along, or to produce
It is not only the pasture that is Vines clambered up the roils of the littleharder to perform than the presomethingof value.
We carry the largest and best
harmed by turning the stock out too stairways.In the narrow street* the ceding; but I have seen several people
early in the spring,but often the stock branches joined one roof to another, succeed with ease. Get a glass of water
Excuse* of .ary Farmer*.
line of Hanging Lamps in the
There are a good many excuses in- suffers as well. It does not do stock of casting over the noisy town the gloom and a needle and try to make the needle
‘
float.
All
that
is
required
is
a
little
of
the
avenues
of
the
forest.
Matters
vented by farmers who are energetic any sort good to lie exposed to chilling
city.
Tenth Street,. Holland, Mich.
enough to better their methods, but of winds and rains after having been close- were becoming alarming. While the skill. In the same way ordinary nibs
can
be floated in water. If you have a
assembled
scientist*
were
deliberating
ly
housed
all
winter,
and
dairy
cattle
in
all the foolish reasons for poor farming
the worst is that of the man who is particularwill shrink in their milk to over this ease of extraordinary vegeta- magnet— a penny one will do— and rub
afraid of producing too much. There a degree that few will believe until tion the crowd hastened out of doors to it on the needle before the latter is

not.

...

you have plenty of rough feed lick it every day, and there will be very The branches grew a* they looked at
__
. isazI..
.4^. Tf
i <1 1 rw TnulrftkiATTlft
little......
waste.
If you do not make some
them. Lightly grasped by the hand,
it would doubtlesspay to buy the grain
provision
of
this
sort
you will be pretty one felt them grow and struggle like
necessary to feed with it, or it would
pay to sell off part of the stock, but it sure to neglect it during the busy time fluttering wings.
If

and the piece of

1

PLOW

REPAIRS.

!

I

GEO. DEMING

RINCK [\niba JjousE
&CO.

danger of the market ever they have experimentedto their sor- see the different aspectsol the miracle. placed in the water, it will point, like
being overstocked or the interestsof row. Sudden changes of any sort in The exclamationsof surprise, the as- a compass, to the magnetic i>ole when
atmospheric
conditions,etc. tonished noise of all these idle people floating, no matter what way it may
farmers in general suffering because food, care,
---- ----r ------each one doing his level best: but if are to be avoided as much as possible. gave solemnityto this strange event. | point when first placed in the liquid. Eighth street, Holland
is

no

----

-

j

i

t

J. N.

MAYNARD, PBOPBIETOB.

First-Classin Every Respect.

Rates. $1.50 per Day!

f

DRESS GOODS!
I

have just completed taking an inventory

and offer some of the greatest bargains ever

made.

I

House

•tMusic

I

have reduced the prices on some of

the finest patterns in the market.

BEST STOCK IN THE CITY!

-OH

Hew tha Jugglar Tralas.

FROM SEED PATCH TO SMOKE.

MUSHROOM WEALTH,

“Ot.e most have a natural gift far
Cnltlvutliig n«l (.'iirinjfTob»'>co rf »mm juggling to start with,” remarked Kara,
• Mraaou of Comlant Work.
the jnggler, in the course of an inter“SANDY” BOWERS, OP NEVADA, AND
F »w persons know the troublein rais- view. “He shonld have a quick eye,
HOW HE USED HIS THOUSANDS.
ing tobacco and that work never ceases agility and patience. Jugglery is not
from the time its seed is sown until the the work for an impatient or nervous
An lllltei-ftte Miner Who W«» Buddtnly smoker or chewer disiioses of the leaf.
man. It requires many years to become
Mud* Bnormoualy Wealthy by Finding The seed is about the size of that of mus- an expert in any very remarkable feaThat HU Claim Waa Included In
tard and is raised in what is known as a ture of our business. The more ordiplant jiatch. To prepare thia a small nary acts connected with the art of jugGreat Cnntatoelr Lode.
piece of wet land in a piece of woods is glery are acquired after a practice of a
The sudden and great accumulation of
selected and clearedup and huge piles of few months. The better jugglers can
wealth during the first fifteenyears after
wood and brush are placed thereon and acquire them in as many weeks. I bethe practical inauguration of the silver
burned in the early spring. This is to gan at the age of ten years, for my own
mining in Nevada has no parallel iu the kill the grass roots and loosUb up the
amusement. Then having become more
history of modern times. The fortunes
soil. The ground is then carefully raked
made during the flush period in Califow and prepared for the seed, which when ordinarilyproficientI began a regular
course of study and practiced almost
nia were, to use a mild term, unimpoi*
sowed is covered with brush to protect constantlyfor live years before I considUnt as compared with those acquired in the loose, dry soil and light seed from
Nevada in a day or night, simply by toe blowing away and from birds, etc. A ered myself proficient enough to make a
public appearance, which I did at the
fortunatestroke of a pick.
seed patch of half an acre will plant age of sixteen.
It was not business capacity nof any ordinary planter’s crop for the year.
“I can recall very readily how 1 comshrewdnessin any form that brought The ground is next prepared in the _________
_________
f
_____
menced toesing little
balls,
as you
have
riches to the fortunateones during that
field for transplantingthe plant, and geen possibly every juggler do" Beginepoch of Nevada’s greatest prosperity.
when the season arrives hills about three j ring with two I continued until now I
It was sheer luck, as in the greatest
feet apart are made, and the planter , can keep seven balls in the air at one
number of instances those most ignorant
then awaits a rain to set ont his plants, j time, and I assure you that I practiced
of all the business principles were more
As soon as he finishes the last of his hour after hour for many, many days
lavishly favored by fortune than their
field the little plant has begun to suffer before I attainedmy preaent proficiency,
intellectual superiors.
from that pest of tobacco growers, the , “One must also be in the pink of
The case of Lemuel L. Bowers, popu*
worm. Then he begins to hoe and plow physicalcondition. To be a very expert
larly known as “Sandy’* Bowen, a
and “worm ’ all at the same time, and ^ jnggler you must feel sure when you
superlatively illiterate but very generis fast as he gets through his field at nuume a position that you are there
ous man, is a fair substantiationof tbs
one end he goes back where he started and win remain there steadfastly until
above.
and has to go row by row and turn up the feat you are performingshall have
In 1850 he was earning a precarious
each leaf and pick off the worm, which been accomplished.This compels the
livelihood by placer mining in Gold canwill in a night's time eat the leaves jnggler to take extra good care of his
yon (now Gold Hill), and in the latter sometimes of the entire plant
body. He must follow very nearly the
part of that year, when the discoveryof
Some of the old planters in Virginia same regimen that is observedby trained
silver in the Comstockwas announced,
used to raise large flocks of turkeys, which athletes. It requires long continued
he found that ten feet of his claim cov- would be taken into the field as soon as
practice to enable even the brightest
ered a portion of the lode; and the forhalf to two-thirds grown and driven fellow to juggle with plates,bottles,
mer, after being systematicallypros- through it to eat the worms. After a
knives, rings, etc., but it is a still mors
pected, gave promise of great value. few days they would as soon as pot into
diflicultmatter to balance different obThe ten feet adjoininghis belonged to a a field of tobacco seem to know just
jects and juggle at the same time.'*—
widow— Mrs. Cowan— his social and in- what was wanted, and scatter out, takChicago Times.
tellectual equal. Sandy and the widow ing row for row, and quietly walk under
had known each other a long time, and a large plant, look up, and as carefully
Paragon* of Filial Piety.
now, as a new and prosperous era take the worms off as a trained hand
seemed to dawn for them, they conclud.Thie worm nenally bang, on the cWn^td
1 Fro'^iprin^lor
ed to pool their prospectivewealth by
under side of a
alty to the emperor, who is regarded aa
getting married.The mining ground
owned by this couple is what is known The turkeys after eating the small , -the father and mother of his people-”
worms kin the large on™,
are
ter f^tee rrith the
as Crown Point Ravine, Upper Gold them into the rows, mid wiU do so for
eBe
the
Hill, and was called the Bowers mine.
an hour or so at a time, both rooming Parigona of Filial pietJ,,A WEALTHY COUPLE.
About the middle of 1800, while Sandy
“«‘Jee"biect of Chinese It^ds.
___
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CROCKERY

IN

I-

Prices the Lowest!

?

SatisfactionGuaantced!

MY STOCK HAS NEVER BEEN BETTER.

Terras to Suit Purchasers!

OLD PIANOS OR ORGANS TAKEN
IN EXCAANGE.
MUSICAL GOODS OP ALL KINDS.
OF

ALL THK BEST MAKES

STEKETEE.

B.

SEWING MACHINES
KEPT

POST BLOCK.

IN STOCK.

-

FOR MEN,

WHOLESALE AND

RETAIL.

-

“f-

leaf.

The Oldest House
dropping
FOR CHILDREN
The Most Reliable
J
The Largest Stock
MEN’S UNDERWEAR
MwtTfon^l^^todmd
The Leading Business
AT BOTTOM PRICES.
^r^rfoftrci^Sr'rS
tbe
°f1the *?€rnT; Ww, they, are isr opiums
IN OTTAWA COUNTY.
FOR BOYS,

!

!

!

toSu

•

HATS AND CAPS!
All sizes and prices.

’

Low

We

Prices

are in for a long spell of winter

aowe^to

-“ist

!

r""

penchantfor displayof semicivilized| wuen
erandenrthe reader can form an Mea e *

f

at her cruel treatment of him,

down on

lffer* he lay

!

!

......

•

^1.37

Safest Place to Trade

!

Always has what you

call for!

•'

”“*

“

the frozen surface of

a

.

!
*
to-

?,ere

tbe tobacco nlant is rine that
,

p.

1

fire.
iTu

yet, and one of our overcoats will

keep you warm at a small price.

a

. e !? hi8 stePmother;
If,6
, LC0
1npe’
Another paragon, a boy with a most
“ **tled by P^mg the leaves
sk|n> Zisied on sleeping withof^ ^aldomgsof the Rowers hour*- j gether. If they snap and the leaves
res split ! 0Qt aQV. coveTtnB at nkht so that the
lorn all
all mldto^rboddfasten
°f the it is ready to cut. A field seldom
“Rasher;’family, only that the Bowerses ripens
has to be cut
ripens at
at one
one time
time and
and it
it has to be cut his Iiarent8 8lnmbered undisturbed.
added a little more tinsel and red
a* » mHm,
,
in sections. As fast as a plant ripens
They believed themselves in nosses- IU w'
: Another, who was of the female sex,

a

Always Leads

can give you a bargain.

who6e ^

!

Prompt Attention

OVERCOATS

IN
We

WHY?

Pure Drugs

^

^

“P

Neither he nor his wife had ever be-

n0

p

m^ns

h^wMto

Drugs, Medicines, Patent Medicines,

KEEPS

each

Paints, Oils, Brushes,

they entertainedeven; one-bat in
when cut it ia carried to a
stylo as to cause considerablemerriment g-ed a counle of davs to enre

Pure Wines, Whisky and Brandy

Frank Boonstra,

forthoeewho made

their society debut

!

^

to^

^en^wn

barn and

of^!rS

it Then °f
r^ef m bulk ^

^

Bora8hl,1 though seyenP™ °ld’
dre88 in

^

For medicinal use only.

Zeeland, Mich.
l®f"Dealer- in Clover Seed,

BOOT AND SHOE

Timothy Seed, and Oilcake Meal.

HOUSE

’for them

much obsequiousnessat

other

'

D-d to the commissionmerchant

who

Ti'e

^P40686

Y

th 8 Comt>‘ml‘m-

coiirnder that one of the

-OH-

Union Shoeing and Jobliing Shop!
JAMES KOLE,

Simon Spriotsma
STREKT. • HOLLAND

Manufacturer of Wagons, Carriages, Etc.
Blacksmithing in

MICH.

EI6HTH

Proprietor.

all

its branches.

Horseshoeing a Specialty.

Prompt attentionto repairing of

We have
of

a finer line

Ladies’ Shoes and

Slippers than ever
before,

of

gms-

GEAR

different

grades and styles.

We

Mmmm

If

you want a Buggy or Carriage, give us

a call.

We

do not carry those in stock,

so that we can order them for

you

and turn them right over to you
at a few shillings’ profit.

theyWe

JAMES KOLE.
North River St,, Holland, Mich.

M.

handle the C.

HENDERSON &

(X).,Drriwir,Mich. This is the
ftnet do not bay of snjr one who will try to
argue that
about the same, or “just
as good.'’This is second to none, and there is
question about its being the best and
sold at moderate price, ftemembor you
can buy this wsgon of no one else in tbis
town. Every piece and part warranted.

all kinds

in wood or iron.

CO’S

The sale of this shoe is

UNDERTAKING!

tremendous, which

Excellent Horses and Carriages and Hearse.

Men’s $3 Calf Shoe.

a

guarantee of

is
its

quality.

Caskets and everything necessary.
Give me a call if in need of such service. We will give you firstclass service at reasonable prices.
Thankful for past patronage, we respectfullysolicit future favors.

CLOSING
OUT!

fT*

CHAIRS RENTED FOR FUNERALS AND PARTIES.^

J. it

NINTH

NIBBELINK

STREET,

HOLLAND. MICH.

THE BALANCE OF OUR STOCK
OF HOLIDAY GOODS.

INCLUDING A FINE LINE OF
ALBUMS. AT

KANE, The Druggist
Is the place to get

Slaughter Prices
Toys

3DR.XJG-S

for the Children,
At Almont Your

Own

Price.

Dutch and English Books
Of All Kinds.

We must have more room and

PATENT MEDICINES

all

our surplus goods go at
25 per cent off.

Toilet

VER LEE
ZEELAND. MICH.

Articles,

Perfumes,
Fine

I.

your

!

Cigars,

School Books,
Stationery,

Magazines, and Papers.

Prescriptions Carefully Compounded.
Cor. Eighth and River. Holland,

Mich.

P,

W.

KANE.

Waahoe vaUey. Thia w called ranch ; throngh retai1(,r6.Worl has never
was then a howling wilderness. Mark ggaged until the leaf is consumedby the
Twain once spoke of this, and, to con- ; 8moker or chewer.-New York Times,

The Old CoMtitalioD.
Constitution originallycarried
forty-fourguns. A particularlyinterserved that the first architect sent to the
Menstron* Apple*.
ranch to select the most eligiblesite for j North Carolina sends $o the southern esting history is connected with this
ship. During the war with the Barbary
the structurewas killed by the savage markets, especiallv those of South CaroIndians abounding in that locality.Una and Georgia, a magnificent red powers in 1803 she was Commodore
Preble's flagshipin the Mediterranean
Specifications and plans were soon drawn ; Hppie almost as large as a good sized
and played a conspicuous part during
on the most extravagant scale, but in ; cantaloupe. This apple is so large that,
the whole war. Lieutenant Wadsworth,
full keeping with Sandy’s crude concep- ' it j8 said, the greediestof small boys
who was blown np before Tripoli in the
tion of doing the “grand thing.
could scarce eat a whole one at one
ill fated Intrepid, was one of the officers
The Bowers mine continued to yield ; meaL It is grown in the mountainous
of the Constitution. In the course of
an enormous revenue, a large percent- ! regions of the old colony, where it rethe war with England in 1812 the Engage of which was devoted to the com- quires little cultivation.Asheville used
lish papers laughed at the Constitution
pletion of the palace in the wilderness,to be a famous place for these apples,
and spoke of her as “a bundle of pine
the
but the influx of summer visitorshas reBowers’ mansion, as the structure duced the output. Before the war the boards sailingunder a bit of striped
was named, was indeed a beautiful backwoods farmers would drive in their bunting."But when under Captain
Hall she captured the English frigate,
place, and would even at this age of a queer old canvas covered wagons all the
the Guerriere,a vessel of nearly equal
magnificent style of architecturehave way down to Augusta, Ga., which was
force, the people who had before ridibeen an ornament to Nob Hill. No ex- then the largest market north of Charlesculed her called her “one of the stanchest
pense was spared in its thorough equip- : ton, with great loads of the big, juicy
vessels afloat. " A few months after this
ment. Hot aud cold water was con- appieH.
victory the Constitution,then comducted into the mansion from the hills These should have commanded a high
manded by Captain Bainbridge, comin the rear of the grounds, which by | price, but they were so plentiful in that
pelled one of the finest frigatesin the
that time had been cultivatedin tbe section that they sold for five cents a
British navy, the Java, to strike its
most modern style of the landscapegar- quart. Still, as a quart measure would
colors.— Harjicr’s Young People.
deneFs
hold only one apple, the backwoodsmen
To convey an idea to the reader of the made a good profit,for the frnit had cost
Odd Weddiug Riugi..
extravagance indulged iu the construe- , them nothing save the labor of picking,
Speaking
of wedding rings, we learn,
tion and fitting up of that establish-—New York Evening Sum
that these important symbols have not
ment it is only necessary to say
always been manufactured from the
every doorknob and stair rod was
Uoctom but Not r< ver» u<i.
of solid bullion, and all else about the Dr. Samuel Eliot often appears in the preciousmetal, gold. We are told that
premises was in strict conformity tvith newspapers with the prefix “Rev.’*be- in lieu of a ring tbe church key has often
that degree of lavishness.
fore his other title. A recent mistake of lieeu used, aud Walpole tells of an 'inThe whole affair did not oust less than that kind recalls a peculiar incident iu stance where a curtain ring was em$250, (AN).
which Dr. Eliot, Charles W., the presi- ployed. The Duke of Hamilton fell so
The matter of economy never entered dent of Harvard university, was the cen- violently in love with the younger of
their minds. In 1805 the revenue from tral figure. It was at a meeting of Bos- the celebrated Misses Gunning at a party
the mine began diminishingfrom mouth ton Methodist preachers,and President in Lord Chesterfield’s house that two
to mouth, and in 1866 ceased altogether. Eliot had finishedthe reading of an days after he sent for a parson to perThe property soon became worthless, essay. Tbe meeting was about to end form the marriage ceremony; but as the
and the few dollars saved from the when the chairman announced,“The duke had neitherlicense nor ring, the
wreck soon followed the rest.
exercises will close with the benediction clergymanrefusedto act.
Nothing dannted, Hamilton declared
In 1867 Sandy Bowers died, having by Dr. Eliot."
nothing to leave to his widow but the
The assembled ministersarose, bowed be would send for the archbishop.At last
granite palace and wliat it contained. their heads and waited,but no words of they were married with a ring of the
It can be easily imagined that Mrs. benediction were heard. Looking up bed curtain at 12:30 at night at Mayfair
Bowers, after tbe extravagant career they saw Dr. Eliot covered with con- chapel. Forgetful bridegrooms have
she had indulged iu for six years, found fusion, speakingearnestly with the been reduced to greaterstraits than this
it more than disagreeableto be unable chairman. The cause of the delay was even; in one instancea leather ring had
to gratify every whim, as in the past, made clear when tbe presiding officer on tbe spur of the moment to be cut out
vey an idea of its perfect isolation, ob-

The

’

mansion.

art.

that

made

---

but to meet the oxiiense of her menage said, “Dr. Eliot informs me that he is
she was compelled to graduallydispose not a clergyman and i will therefore
of the library,pictures,work of art. ask Brother Traftou to pronouncethe
costly articles of virtu and silverware, benediction.*’— Boston Journal.
etc., until her friends scarcely recogA Powerful Sewing Mwchlnv.
nized the interior of the nnusnon.
A sewing machine has been invented
For some years subsequent the mansion and grounds were need as a picnic which stitches easily and rapidly through
resort for the people of Carson, Virginia layers of leather five-eighths of an inch
and Reno, but now the place is a habita- in thickness, this having been accomtion only for owls, bats and spooks. The plished on a first exhibitorytrial. In a
widow is still a resident of Nevada, and second trial stitches were made evenly
earns a living telling fortunes by means and rapidly through a piece of birdseye
of Scotch “peep stones. "—Cor. Pitts- maple tliree-eightlisof an inch thick;
burg
and in a third test the still more remarkMoliere waa married to a wife who able feat was achieved, viz., that of sewmade him miserable, and Rousseau lived ing throngh a layer of brass one-eighth
a most wretched life with his wife, who of an inch thick placed between two
pieces of leather.— New York Son.
was illiterate.—Writer.

Press.

_

from
—Finger Ring Lore.
of a piece of kid

the bride's glove.

To Mwkc Life'* Burden

JLiuj.

“You

don't look happy," said one
woman meeting another recently.
“I'm not. Life is a burden," was the
prompt reply. ‘Tin taking cod liver oil
three times a day. Its vile taste is never
absent from me, the horrors of the dose
past are not forgotten before the dread
of the dose future is upon
* .
The unhappy condition thus lugubriously recited might have been much
mitigated by taking the objectionable
medicine in tomato catchup or by eating ,
a bit of fresh orange peel before and
after the dose.— Her Point of View in
Now York Times.

me."
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POLITICAL EMKRIjKXCl.
1'
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Cluvotend'bdk*fe*t.wo yuan, ago tea I thu ma»« (uUyaod ularl, uuder-tend
Members of* Ore Family
„La why hu should not benominatod tho over.hadowteglMUUtebuuonte.lod
;n the approachingnational election.
Suffer Cremation.
OEMOCRATIC STATE CONVENTION. SRhin, BUino oujfht to bu tho weikout
Seldom in the history of this country
man the Eepu^licanticould put up. But
has there been more at stake. There
he Ib undoubtedly their Btron#:e*t man.
FOUB FATAL DISASTERS IH OHEDAT
is no question of enslavementbecause
HiB defeat ban not hurt him. Neither
of race or color, but it U to be deterhas Cleveland'sdefeat injured him. Ho
mined whether a vast majority of citi- Che Total Death Boll BoaehM Elghtooa,
tnlr 1 ooaaiiUM to aenrt* (or the eni«ulu*two U infinitely stronger than he ever was
With Throe Other* Who Will Add to
ntni, tud (or the trtn«ortionof fcuch other hue- before, and bo Ih the issue upon which zens under a Republican form of govtho Ll*t— Two of tho AceidonU Bollor
ernment shall remain in a practical
he was beaten four years ago. In 18W
Eiplooloa*—A Train Wroek la Which
state of vassalage that the material init swept tho country from Plymouth
tho PaMoagert Wracoloualjr E««ap«.
Rjck to Pike’s Peak, and that 1b just terests of a select few shall be advanced.
But tho Fireman Receive* Prlghtfal
There are a great many questions of a
I njurioo— Detail* of the Horror*.
S-fotir fOD*re«(-on*l district •HterMt** it*" what Groper Cleveland will do next NotfekntM uid two aUemstes from e»ch con* wosocial and economic nature which atMikneapolis,
March 22.— A pectal to
vember.
—
[Lamting
Journal.
SgSi dlwrlct). It win *l*o cbooM ‘wo membew
tract attentionand will receive practi- The Times from Sleepy Eye, Minn., gives
inm the Domocmtlc rMo oentriUcommittee
tiom ooch confiooMonol dltfrtctmkI • c
cal considerationin the near future, but the detail* of a horrible cremation. The
o^the state central commute (ip» the stale «t ONE OF THE HEAVTIKS OF HEtho worst of all evils inflicted upon the dwelling of John Lahey, six miles south
cirnociTY.
^Mordinc to the role adoptedby the l**®oAs one of the beautieB of ‘•reciproci- people must first be disposed of, and of Springfield,caught fire about 8 o'clock
«ntk state oonfention, held at Detroit In i***.
' aSirince adhered to, erep count} In the statels
yesterday morning, and Lahey and four
ty”
the people of the United States are those of lesser importenco can be reach«3iled to one delegate to the state oonrentkm
2TMch WO votes cast (or Governor at the last threatened with an advance in the price ed in turn. To hazard too much in a sons and one daughterperished in the
flames. The only one of the entire famof coffee at no distent day. The sub- single undertaking Is to invite the risk ily to escape was a 14-year-old son who
jection to a duty of the coffee exporte of failure.
pulled his father frem the building, bat
The great tariff evil must first be too late to save hie life. The five children
of Venezuela and Columbia,amount ing
'4<Ke^legatesfmro evh conaresslonsldistrict
will meet in caucus at 10 o clock e. m. on the day last year to 74."tt7,148 pounds cannot overcome. It is a system which has •ere sleeping up-* lair* when the fire broke
mwt convention at places to be hereafter desbut have its influence upon the coffee enabled three men to accumulate great- out. Hemmed in by the fire they were un-

^WLLAXD, MICH.,

FRIDAY. MARCH », lUt

fieWe;

and select candidates(or na omiuendaI&b to the convention (or two districtdelegate*, market, especially since the loss of this
wo districtalternstes: two inembew o( ‘he sta.c
eautral committee, one vice-president
or the supply cannot Ik* covered by Brazil. But
eonventlon and one rnember (<»r each o( the foltewing committees o( the conventlon^r^en- If the* United SteUs shall continue to
h.u permanent organisationand order o( bum- import coffee irom Columbiaand Veneboss and
, .
All votew or Michigan who (avor the repeal of zuela the American consumer will have
wt pcmllimg
Salon (or
IOI purpores
ffuirui-j.
Mnluet laws
pemllllugIS*
Uxatlon
«&r than the need, of government ^t>«*“lcal; to pay the duty; and they will probably

reeoiuUons.

.

SlwMI

Moape.
Boaetad Alive la th* Cellar.
The floor broke with their weight, throwhas given to a single manufacturer an
ing them all into the cellar, where they
income of WOO to $700 per hour. 1 has
were roasted alive in an improvisedoven.
been the bulwark of monopolies and the Mn. Lahey had left home the night before
creator of trusts that are the autocratic to attend a sick friend, or she, too, would
probably have been a victim. Mr. Lahey
be obliged to pay an enhancedprice for dictators of prices which the masses
all other coffee that they

er wealth than is represented in the able
taxable property of an entire state.

CARPETS!
The largest assortment ever seen

PRICES

WAY DOWN!

WALL PAPER!
Greater variety and lower prices than before.

PARLOR SUITES
At prices that will surprise you and in styles
that surpass any former exhibit.

t

-ALL AT-

to

It

1

BROUWER'S

J. A.

DOUBLE STORE, ON RIVER

was about 05 years of age, and the children

may

in this city.

ST.,

i

HOLLAND.

need. must pay.
range from V to 22 yean of age. The cause
Tlie people of this country are patient of the fire is unknown.
Reciprocity is a beautiful thing when
convention. DANIEL J. L AMI At,
and long-enduring. They have pride
exposed to the naked eye.
F»ask H. llosroEP, RecreUn1. (
FIVE VICTIMS ARE DEAD.
Under this csll Ottawa county is entitled to 13
in the nation and its phenomenal de
Megstes and Allegancounty to 16 delegate*for PROTECTION
Fatal
Dollar
Exploiton at the Lasted*
velopment. But the time is at hand
wyresentatlon In the convention.
Fir* Brick Works.
PERFORMANCE.
when they should and will, by the
The farmer bears the brunt of the There is a terriblegap between the proper exercise of individualsovereign- St. Louis, March 22. -Four men were
killed, two fatallyinjured and three
tariff robbery. By distracting his at- promise and performance of the McKin- ity, rebel against oppressionat the
slightlyinjured yesterday aftirnoon by
leyites.
The
bill
was
passed
on
their
retentionto some scheme of financial exhands of great corporate powers. Enor- the explosionof a boiler at the Laclede
(wriments he can be plucked a while presentationsthat it was necessary to mous tariff taxes were willinglypaid so fire brick works, Cheltenham.It was just
!
protect the workingmen againstthe pro- long as they were required for the pres- 2:85 o’clock when the accidentoccurred.
ionger. ______________
ducts of underpaid labor in Europe and ervation of the nation,but now that the Followingis a list of the victims: Killed
The American farmer was the princi- to enable his employers to maintain his nycu DUUU
____
______ they -Joseph Beckley, bricklayers’ apprentice;
need of such a system
has passed,
John Dubuchy, machinist;Reynold
pal sufferer from the increasedduty on wages at the American level, or what
W) ]onger continue it to gratify the
Deideke, pan feeder; Larry Hussy, molder.
wool, and he will be the principalbenone of the doctrinaireshas been trying avariee of a privilegedclass. They see Injured Frank Seger, fireman, familyeficiaryof the free wool part of the
All
!
__ -..i. .xt
uk the
tlm “American
“Americanthat
.. ...
______
<*nd died last night; Morgan Inman, laborer,fato speak
of iu4..iv
lately as
to perpetuate
it would in the end
Springer bill.
competitiveplane.” Vet this is what lead to an overthrow of those institu- tally; John Cellert, engineer, slightly;
James Summerfeld, laborer, slightly.
the Iron Age, organ of the iron trade tions in which rest the hope of future
Befor Blown Into n Creek.
_x\
President Harrison’sidea of punishand stoutly protectionist,
is compelled prosperityand happjness as a nation.
One boiler exploded. Seven men were at
ing foreign countries by inflicting an
Fit,
The Republican party lias i-eached a work on the roof of the shed covering the
injury on the people of the United to say:
boiler repairingthe whistle. The boiler
From present appearances the reduc- point where expediency is the sole guide
AND FIRST-CLASS WORKMANSHIP,
divided in half, and one half was carried
.States, seems to be shared by some who
tions in wages are likely to bo burdenof action. In the selectionof men and clean over the main building and landed
ought to know better.
somely heavy for those who will have
AT LOW PRICES,
indorsement of measures it does not ask on the road on the oppositeside of the
to bear them. This is an unpleasant
street.
The
other
half
was
carried
ten
or
Germany is surrounded by a high tar- conditionof affairs to face, and it is with what will benefit the greatest number,
Form an irresistable combination.
twelve feet. Frank Seger, the fireman,
iff wall, too, and the people (those who ill grace that the necessityof such ac- what will best advance the welfare of
EVERYONE
was blown into a creek thirty feet distant,
earn their bread by the sweat of their tion is admitted after such magnificent the entire republic, but what will help from which he was fished out some mo- Jn Holland, whether, yon. wish
Out Custom .work Js .made io bring- .us .
prospects for business as were held forth
brow) have just discovered -that life
the Republican"party. It is dominated ments later."He was badly burned and
more trade, and talks business for us.
to buy or not, to
this year.”
scalded, bat still alive. The four men who
within the wall is, at last, scarcely
by the men who supply the campaign
were killed were nil terribly mangled.
continue to handle Wilson Bro’s
CLEVELAND
worth the living.
funds, direct the course of legislation,
Deport Heard for Miles.
MAN.
The noise of the explosion attracted
and reap the golden harvest. All these
Shirts and Underwear, for the reason
Judge Allen G. Thurman, the noblest The party is certainlynot disposedto enormitiesare perpetrated in the name people for miles, and so many gathered at
that they make the best furnishing goods
Roman of them all, is out in a ringing go to New York for anyone else as a of the “workingman’s friend.” He who the works that the police had difficulty
keeping the crowds back and the works
And
examine
our
stock of in this country.
speech that indorses Cleveland as only candidate. Mr. Cleveland is far strong- dares to assert his manhood and present
bad to be shut down for the day. The
There is also a very good reason for the great
.such a champion could indorsehim. The er in New York than any other New honest convictions as against party ahock was felt for blocks away, while the Cloths and Suitings for the
nonesi*
- ---- . •uwk
- — j,
' --For a
increase
in our hat trade. The Lion Hat has
judge thinks that Clevelandshould be York
Spring
Season.
schemes,
has
sacrificed
every
hope
of
report
could
be
beard
for
miles.
Denocrat
If
he
cannot
carry
yonc jjcuwx-ttv.
---- v schemes, nas saenueeu cveij
.
minnt*
or two
two after
after the
the accident
accident a mass
minute or
become the standardand our customers have
nominated by acclamation.
that state for the Democraticparty
advancementin the Republiof escaping steam, smoke and dust obperfect confidencein it. It is always made in
„aTxrxr.i
______
t* is
;a owned,
nwnofl. run
run and
and concon- scured everythingfrom view. When it
cannot ho
be Anna
done with anv
any other New can
party. It
What a fortunate thing, if it is, Yorker. The Democratic party believes
the
latest nobby shapes and we guaranteethe
trolled by the possessore of centralized cleared away it was seen what awful ruin
that Reed and McKinley were born
color and wear of every hat,
.
the
explosion
had
wrought.
that if it sees lit to nominate Mr. Cleve- wealth.
just in time to take charge of the
land it can easily elect him againstMr.
It is in such an emergency, that the
HORRIBLY HURTJN A WRECK.
American people and prevent them
CORNER CLOTHING STORE.
Harrison.He is and he deserves to be Democracy,as the party of the people,
A
Fireman
Receive* Injurle* That Will
•from ruining themselvesby trading
the most popular Democratin the coun- demands for its standard bearer a man
Probably Hill Him.
with foreigners.
try. And over and across party lines, of the people— one who is a firm, incor- FlNDLAY,0., March 22.— An exciting
Three thousand tons of tin-plate have he is more popular than any other man ruptible, capable and fearless opponent and at the same time disastrouswreck
occurred yesterday on the Findlay,Ft.
just been shipped from Wales to fill an in that party. Personally he is much of the high tariff iniquity.
Wayne and Western railroadtwo miles
stronger
than
Blaine
ever
was
personorder from this country. As this is the
-------- for Mr.
A complete line of spring jacket*at west of West Park, a suburb of Findlay.
ally, even at *.*=
his *strongest,
•largest single shipment for nearly a any,
Cleveland has not only a party follow- greatly reduced prices at Mrs. M. The engine, tender, passenger coach .smokfear and a half it indicates that our tin. .. .... Hartean.
ing car and baggage car are all more or
plate factoriesare not supplying the ing as large and as enthusiastic as
leu wrecked,the engine being very badly
The
finest lot of hats in the city can
demand. The tax on this lot amounts Blaine ever had^but he has what Blaine
damaged. Eight passengers were in tho
be found at Busman Brothers just now.
passenger car, three of them ladies,one of
to nearly $150,000, which must be paid never had, a large and enthusiasticfolThe “Garden City” and the ((King” whom was carrying a baby in her arms.
lowing
among
independent
voters.
If
by American consumers.
Mlraculou*£*cape of FaMengers.
lie
milieu, he will be
^ ---- - and hats are considered the latest and are
he is
is nom
nominated,
elected,
!
All of these escaped without injury,
Editor Sutton,of the Marine City Re- there is no longer any question of his all the go. Either black or brown can
which is considered miraculous. The fire---- *- be had and every hat warranted.
porter. who is a staunch advocate willingness to be a candidate s#*i.
if the party
man, Alexander Shannon, jumped from
Cb rough his paper of protection to
names hiih as a candidate at Chicago.
Now that spring is almost here, we the engine before it turned over and reAmerie.'Vu labor, is just now passing unWith tho right candidate and the suppose you want a new hat. To meet ceived serious injuries. The entire top
this great line,
staple
specialties.
portion of his scalp was torn open to the
der official review for purchasing smug- right platform the Democraticparty this emergency we have laid in an exskull, the skin falling over his face. Besides
gled Canadian clothing. Some thirty cannot lie defeated this year. And the
WE ARE EXCLUSIVE LOCAL AGENTS FOR
tra lot of the finest goods in the market. the injuries to his head, his lips were cut
seizures have been inside and of this right candidate is “Grover Cleveland The “King” and “Garden City” hats open, his front teeth knocked out and his
Empire”
arms and legs badly cut and bruised. He
number twenty-eigfyt are loud-mouthedor a western man.”
“Jewel” Stoves,
Binders,
are the latest styles and all warranted.
is not expected to live.
advocates of protection.
Detroit Stove Works
Bosman Brothers.
Engineer Lit in a Swamp.
“Empire”
WHY CLEVELAND SHOULD
The engineer, E. K. Whitt, remained on
Did you want a hat? Step in at Bos
Going over the list of Democratic
“Gold Coin” Stoves.
. Mowers.
the engine, and was thrown through the
NOMINATED.
Chicago Stove Works.
man Brothers and see the fine lot of top of the cab down an embankment and
candidates for the presidency, theTaDr. N. D. Tobey, of Salina,Ks., dis“Empire”
“Garden City” and “King” hats which into a swamp near the track, which saved
«oma, Wash., News (Dem.)says:“All
“Home Comfort”
cussing in the March number of BelDrills,
they have just received. They arc the him from being killedoutright. The acciether men are local favorites -Cleveland
ford’s Magazine and Democratic Review
Ranges.
dent was caused by an obstruction of a
latest styles, colors black and brown,
is the national favorite. It makes no
“Tiger”
Dan ». Paris Stove Works
chunk of wood on the track.
the question “Why it Should lie Cleve
and every hat warranted.
differencewhether he has the delegaHay Rakes,
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tion from

New York

or not, it, makes

no

land”, says:

Mr. Clevelandshould be nominated

and

The

CAUGHT BY AN EXPLOSION.

finest “Excelsior”finishedcab-

Bariei'S Oil Heaters.

“Imperial”
Plows,

differencewhether the politicians like

Beven Fenton h Sent to Eternity in a
because the people want him, irrespec- inets, former price, $4 per dozen, now
“Quick Meal”
Moment.
him or not, it makes no difference
tive of state lines and local conditions. only $3 at Hopkins’ Eighth Street StuBjhetber he gets the nomination or not,

EAST Jokdan, Mich., March 22.— A fright-

He

is

a national

character.He should

dio, Hollond.

remain the most admired
b3 nominated because the exigenciesof
For a little money you can buy a large
and respected man in tne Democratic
the times demand honesty,ability,fear- amount of goods for the next 30 days
party to-day.”
lessness and integrityin a chief magis- at Notior & Ver Schuro.
Every day brings new facts before the trate; because he is the embodiment of
For the convenience of my many par
public which tend to show how near tho great and vital issue of tariffreirons of the west end of the city, I have
Grover Clevelandis to the hearts of form; because he is eminentlysound establishedan agency at Henderson’s
the American people. With Cleveland upon the financial questionsof the day;
clothing store. G. J. A. Pessink, proat the front little danger need lie because ho has shown in his four years’ prietor Holland City Laundry.
entertained of defeat. With Harrison previous administration that he beTeeth extracted without pain by the
as the Republican candidate,it will be lieves “an office is a public trust”, and
hfi

will still

explosian took place yesterday in the East

New

Process Gasoline

Jordan Lumber Company’s “Red” mill, by
which the followingpersons were killed: Leonard’sCleanable
Albert A. Cook, Emanuel Hunt. William
Refrigerators.
Beach, Simon Carney, Peter Sheldon, John
C. Brown, and Anozi Christy, head sawAquilla Rich Pure
yer, died three hours later in terribleagony.

“Bissell ”

Stoves,

Plows,

“Ajax”
Cultivators,

House Paints, Lawrence & Chapin Spring-Tooth

Aquilla Rich Pure Floor Paints,

Harrows,

Three Other* Dangeroiuly Hurt.
The following were dangerouslywoundDetroit White Lead Works Car- Cleveland Dryer Co’s Feltilizers,
ed: Sanderson Iteinbard;John Ringle,
eyes blown out, will die; James Smith,
riage Paints,
very seriouslyhurt. A score of others
F. C. Sturtevant’sLawn Fertiliza walk-away for the Democraticparty, that its duties cannot lie neglected nor administration of vitalizedair at the were less seriously hiyrt. The six men in- “Gypsine,”a superior Substitute
stantly killed were close to the boilerand
er.
and, smelling victory from afar, they its trust violatedwithout injury to the Central Dental Parlors.
for Kalpomine.
their bodies are mangled beyond recognipeople
who
elected
him.
Last,
but
not
are anxious for the fray to begin.
Best equipped dental parlors in this tion.
Cause of the Explosion Not Known.
‘Were the voters of the Democratic least, he should be nominated, because part of the state. All work done satisto ’Drive
or
It is not known just what caused the
tparty “wholly free” to declare to-day he is a Democrat, with sound views up- factorily at lowest prices. Gillespie&
explosion, although it is thought the
on
the
great
doctrines
of
the
party,
and
their choice for the presidency, they
Lemley.
to.
supply of water was too low. Mr. Perwould by a vast preponderancename because he believesthat the Democratsons, who was an eye witness, says no one
The
host gallery in Holland is Hopwas to blame. The mill, which wa* worth
Grover Cleveland. Against artificial ic party should act honestly with the
kins’. The finest “ Excelsior” finished $10,000, is a complete wreck. Parts of the
Ji bid ranees to their free choice they are people and fulfill its promisesmade to photographs, cabinets and imperials.
boilerswere blown in every direction for
«ow rising up, and long before the con- them through its declared platform of Children’s photos a speciality. The half a mile. The concussionresembled
vention meets their liberty to name a principles.If the Democracy will profit best work at popular prices. Studio that of an earthquske.
oppositeFirst State Bank, Eighth
candidate of their preference will have by its past experience it will take noStreet.
The Powder Exploded In HI* Arm*.
tice that the mugwumps and intelligent
4>£co established.—[New York Times.
New
Buemen, 0., March 22.— At a fire
It will pay you to buy your overcoats
independentvoters, among the busiDLAINE AND CLEVELAND. ness men of the country will not be shawls and other winter goods, even in the villageof Lock No. 2 a firemanmet
his death by the explosion of a keg of
According to Chairman Clarkson, who present at the Chicago convention, but though you do not need thorn this win- powder which he was carrying away from
Fruit and Ornamental Trees !
is conceded to be one of the shrewdest they will be present at the polls next ter, because you can get them at whole- the burning building. The loss by tne
I would say to all ray old customers
fire was $26,000.
November. Machine politicsDnuum
should sale prices at Notier & Schure.
-politiciansin the Republican party, ixuvemuer.
or anyone wishing to get fruit trees or
Blaine is tho only “certain, sure winner” have no place in the present campaign, Did you know that those fine robes
Killed the Men *t the Itottom.
shrubs of any kind, for spring delivery,
the Republicans can nominate for Pres- aid if the Democraticparty dot i es to
I offer a twelve-horse-power traction
Shamokin, Pa., March 22. -Three loaded that 1 am fully prepared to furnish
and blankets are selling for such a low
'PI. ...... St.
4 Via 4 131 nine. be
lu. of
/.f and
!mrl
fflP the
tllO people
tH'.'IIlIf* it will
Will
CSChCW
them
at
reasonable
prices.
All
stock
for
eschew
coal
wagons
were
dropped
400
feet
down
Engine,
Separator, Clover Huller and
•dent. There is no doubt that Blaine
price at H. Vaupcll’s harness shop,
the Sterling slope yesterdayby the hoistr warranted as represented or money re- Feed Mill at a bargain.
is the most popular man in bis party. the leadershipof these politicians who Eighth St., Holland.
ing engine machinerybreaking. John founded^
ED. REIMINK,
And yet it was only 8 years ago that ho would defeat Mr. Cleveland's nominar
A. S. FAIRBANKS,
To bo slaughtered by E. Herold & Humphrey, who was at the bottom of the
tion
at
the
national
convention
on
the
Graafschap, Mich.
was the badly beaten candidate of a
Fillmore, Mich.
•lope, was instantly killed.
Co., seventy-fivepair of fine kid shoes.
party that had been invinciblefora 21st day of June, 1892.

Any work pertaining

Wells

City

Water Works promptly attended

KANTERS BROS.
HOLLAND, MICH.

iuoumuo

rxr.

ForSale!

saw mill of Josoolyn & Southfield. Josoolyn lives In N. Cochran's house and
Southfieldin Guo. Nichols’house.
With Savings Department
*171801 KR, ARRND, Attorney at Uw A Notary
L. Nichols has traded farms with
V Public. Collection!promptly attended u>,
§35,000.00. Mrs. Dora Lunn.
Cor. Eighth and Market Street*.
TY1KKKMA. «. J., Altomay
Attornay at Law, Office
We understand Mr. Osborn Is coming
I CAP1*0N,Prvi't. 1. MABSlIJi; Caahltr.
over tbe Klmt sute Hank.
on to his farm this season.
Vischer's grocery wagon comes
TJKACH. W. II., CommlMlon Men-bant. and
JAN. 3, 1H92.
II dealer In Grain. Flour and Produce.H ixhthrough here once a 'week which makes
nek
eat market price paid for wheat. Otilce In H
it very convenient for people living so
Store, comer EiRntli and Klah Ktreeta.
A WEST MICHIGAN RY.
far from town and they are good oblig‘DAUMGARTEL, W..Tonaorlal Parlora. Klghth
TRAINS LEAVE HOLLAND.
ing fellows to deal with.
J I and Cedar Ktreeta.Hair DreaalnK promptly
ink. r.M. r.a.
A.M. a.n. F.1L
Mr. and Mrs. L. Rockwood from Holattendedto.
3.00
9.65
3.00
4.26
9J0
For Grand Rapid*..6.10
land visited at Mr. Ogden’s Sunday.
9.66 12.46 12.36a.m.
For
Chicago
........
TTOLLAND CITY STATE HANK. CapitalBT,- For MuMkegon ...... 6.30 9.66 3.00 0.26 9.35 The infant of Earle Johnston that
XI. ooo. Jacob Van Putten Sr.. Pnaident;A. For Allegan ........
9.66 3.00
has been so ill with pneumonia is reVan Putten, Vice Prealdcnt; 0. Ver Kchure,
0.25
For Peutwater...... 6.30
ported Litter.
Caabler. General Hanking Hualnes*.
A00
For Ludington ..... 6.30
Mrs. Hugh’s house caught lire twice
For Travense City.. 6.30
3.00
TJRINS, PETER, dealer In Dry Gooda, Gro- For Hig RapHit ..... 5.30
0.25
last week and but for the timely assistX ceric*, Hat and Cap*. Hoot* and Shoe*, etc.,
ance of neighbors woold have been reKlgbtb Street. Oppoaite Kchouten’* Drug Spire.
TRAINS ARRIVE AT HOLLAND.
duced to ashes. The thought of Al.
A.M. KM.
TilAlKUANKS. I., JuKtice of the Peace, Notary From G'd Rapid* .9.55 12.45
9.80
without a roof to cover him in his old
J? Public and Pen*ion Claim Agent, River St., From Chicago ..... 5.00 2.55
near Tenth.
From Mu»kegon....9.*5 12.35 3.00 4.20 P1L65 age caused us to exert ourselves. He
is a dandy and long may ho live to read
0.00 a.m.
From Allegan ...... 9.60
11711. KINNEV, maaoncoutractor. Fatimatea From Ludington ...
12.35 *11.65 *12.20 12.45 Talmadge’s sermons to us.
VT given on all kind* of maaouryand plat* From TraventeCity
12.45 *11.65 *12.20
terlng. Communication* aollclted.
NEW HOLLAND.
12.35 *11.55
From Big Rapid*...
Addrea* Hox W., Holland, Mich.

BUSINESS DIRECTORY. First State Bank.
CAPITAL,
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Grand Rapids visiting friends.
C. VV. Heller who has b.Hjn miller
and general manager of our roller mills
has moved his family to Charlottewhere News Itema
in

MICHIGAN MATTEBS.

ho intends to go to farming us his health
is not good enough to run the mills.
Forty-fourladies surnrised Mrs. Jus.
Deane on Monday last, It being the 20th
anniversary of their wedding. Many
presents were brought and a good supper made the time an enjoyable one.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Ewing of Bangor remained here over .Sunday with
friends and relatives.
Fred Jackson of Allegan has become
a weekly caller to our little villageto
stop over Sunday. One of our voting

There

of Inter**! I'irlieil Up

and

the village marnhal'ahat with a
has been taxed $26 for hie

iwulw,

aport.

'

Hava
The Btraita of Markinaw are frozen owf

thau

The Tecutnaehcemetery hat but a aingla more •oll‘,I>r
any time within...
grave the occupant of which was burled *t*r'
with the head to the north. Tbe exception | Cows owned by a Scott* farmer brukto the rule i* a woman just interredwho out
ttt • contcrib, and four of
ipecially requestedto be placed in that
dead from *«> “uch eatliiK.
j The board of education at Lnnslng it
Two Otsego! tw. are conductinga lively conaiderlngthe idea of securingan nd
lawault over a $1 dog aud have already dree* by some noted person in Hen of tho
spent $127 with the end of the canine old time graduationchestnut.
;ase still out of sight.
James Galluger and Joseph Butler esWilliam Boone, a Hudson man who*! caped from Jackson prison on the mornnearly completed an earthly career of 100 ing of the 10th. Gallagherwas recaptured
yean, is uue of the few Hying survivors of within an hour, Butler was still at large at
ladies is the attraction.
last accounts.
The warm sugar social by the W. C. (he war of 1812.
Vern Demerest is a South Hnudy lad of
T. U. on Monday night was well atThree brass bands are making lively
tended.
lender years who tried his hand at playing times at Cadillac. The town also bnA tin j>an social under the auspices with matches aud will complete life's so- mandolin and banjo clubs by wuyofva
riety.
of the Aid Society will be held in the journ with only one eye.
hall over Hutchinson's store WednesBay City hits the first bandsaw shingle
It cost a LeKoy businessman fir. to at
day evening and a good time Is expected. mill to go into commissionin that fa- tempt to run a phonograph entertainment
A few Sundays ago the Baptist domi- rnons lumbering region.
without a license for the attractiou.
The supreme court sustains the validity
•Dally. Other train* dally except Sunday.
Rev. J. J. Van Zantcn of Grand ne opened his usual services by denounc- Landing'spublic schools have a total ening all other churches as being in error rollmentof 2,480 pupil!.
of the mortgage tax law.
9.66 and 3.00 train for Allegan connect* forTo- Haven has declined the call from the
ledo.
who believe in baptism otherwise than
John Davidson,
Monroe man, la
Coal oil ha* been discovered at Rincon
Reformed church of this place.
HOLLAND CITY STATE DANK,
Connection* In Union Depot at Grand Rapid*
by immersion,and for his authority mourning the loss of a $1,000 dog. The ani- nlng, but the value of the fluid remain*
Christina
J.
Brouwer
is
down
with
with tbe Detroit, Launlng A Northern R. U.
quoted the writings of certain authors mal was a prize winner at the Chicago to be determined.
Klghtb Street, Holland, Mich.
Wagner PalaceSleeblng Cara on night train* the bronchitis.
in part only to prove his doctrine. His bench show.
Messrs. William and Peter De GlopThe lumber cut for the entire state L 1
to aud from Chicago.
discoursewas subjectto comment and
Katabllabed187S.
The famous Brown will contest at Grand year was 3,riSH«,631,608feet, being the smalt
Wagner Palace Buffet Cara on day train* to pen of Eastnmnville visited Dr. Wm.
talk
by
those
who
believe
otherwise,
Incorporatedaa a Stale Hank in IHM).
and from Chicago:9:55 a. in. train from Hol- Van Den Berge D’v a few days.
Kaplds has tieen decided in favor of Mrs. est for many years and about WO.WW.OW
land ha* free chair car to Chicago.
and on Sunday the 20th Rev. J. F. Alice Hayden, the daughter who was left feet less then that of IfttU.
Jacob Stegenga has secured a jtosition
A general banking business transacted. Ticket*to all point* In tbe United State* and
Peschman of the M.E. church answered out In the cold by the document she has
as clerk for a firm in Grand Rapids.
About $75, UO worth of mittens wer<»
Canada.
Interest paid on certificates.
W. F. Douma, teacher in district No. the Baptistminister according to Bible fucceededin breaking. The amount in- turned out by the Colon Kniting factory
and belief of other denominations, tak- volved Is nlnml $200,000.
Loans made.
4. Olive, was obliged to close school
for this season’s wear. The institute a
DETROIT, LANSING & NORTHERN.
Wednesday morning on account of sick- ing for his text Matthew 28:10, and dur- Mrs. Thomas Dunn, a Battle Creek lady, employs 140 hands.
A. M. I*. M. I*. M
ing his entire discourse confined himLeave Grand Rapid* ...........7.15 1.00 5.4<i ness.
was very shy of burglars and so hid her
Bengal is the home of a farmer whu
$37,000. Arrive
self strictly to Bible teachings.The
at Grand Ledge ........... 8.50 2.30 7.16
After a stay of IK) days at the county
pocket book and the $50 it containedun- 1 makes a specialtyof raisingThrop-dmtArrive at Lansing ................9.15 2,65 7.50
church
was
crowded
to its utmost cademeath a carpe*; but tbe very first time I *heep. He sold sixty lambs t’other du\
Arriveat Howell .................
10.22 2.55 9.01 seat, Peter Van Wingeren was again
Arriveat Detroit ................12.00 5.10 10.40 seen In our midst. He is not such a pacity and the able manner in which burglars came that way both pocketbookwhich averaged a fraction less thun'iW
very bad boy as some persons think. the Rev. gentleman handled his sub- and cash
President, * Jacob Van Putten, Sr.
; pounds in weight.
ject was pronounced the best over hanA.M. KM. KM.
After a search of severalmonths
VIce-Pres’t, Adrian Van Putten. I^ave Grand Rapid* ............ -05 4.15 ..... Even the sheriff had considerable con- dled in Fennville. The choir in atfidence In him, which was shown by
the First congressional church of Kalama- 1 WK.L BE ONE NOTORIETY LESS,
C. Ver Schure. Arriveat Howard City .......... it JS .....
Cashier,
tendance
was
the
finest
known
for years
Arrive at Edmore ..........
the privilegeshe was allowed while bezoo has found a parson which it thinks Johnnie Coasldlnc.of th* Detroit CiMog,
in this place.
Arrive at Alma .................. jo-1* If .....
ing in the sheriff's charge, but the
will suit in the person of Rev. C. W. Hiatt
Arriveat St. Loui* .........
Shot Throagh th* Ntomsch.
of Cleveland.
Arrive at Spglnaw ..........!!!!!ii.'45 9!oo i!!.” young man was led astray by bad comOVERI8EL.
Detroit, March 21.— William G. Thomp
pany.
Nicholas Pomp died last Monday at
• •
son, ex-mayor of Detroit, and one of lie
Rev. John Van Der Meulcn occupied
7.15 a. m. train run* through to Detroit with
Grand Rapids has two citizens by the wealthiest men In the city, got into '.it:
The Ottawa County Building and Loan Awsocia- parlor car *eat* 25 cent*.
the pulpit in the Reformed church, last the ago of 38 years. He leaves a wife
and seven children.He has for a long same name— Joseph W. Miller— and the altercationat the Russell House with
tion, baa
1.00 p. m.,and 5.40 p. m. run through to Detroit Sunday.
wrong Joseph got hold of a $50 express
with parlor car *eat* 25 cent*.
At the Union caucus of Olive town- time been troubled with stomach disBob McCarthy, a prominentman about
ONE THOUSAND COLLARS AND UPGKO. DE HAVEN,
ship the following candidateswere easo and the cause of his death was un- order and appropriatedit, if the allegation town, during which McCarthyhit Thomp
of
the
other
Joseph
be
true.
The
powers
Gen. Pat>*engcr Agent, Grand Rapid*,Mich.
WARDS
nominated: Supervisor,J. W. Norring- doubtedly due to inflammation of the
son. All but Thompson then left the hothat be are investigating the cose.
stomach and also of the bowels.
ton: clerk, Herbert Pclgrim; treasurer,
to loan to member*every alternateSaturday,at
tel and went to Swan's cafe, where *J.u
A
citizens'
ticket
has
been
made
up
While
a
Lansing
officer
was
escorting
A. J. Eelraan; highway com., J. C.
half paet eight o'clock p. m., at office
quarrel was renewed between McCarthy
Robart; drain com., Wm. M. Jacques; in this township. The candidates are: four trumps to the hostile one of ’ton made
in Kanters Block.
and a number of others and McCunb)
school inspector, W. F. Douma; justice, Supervisor— Gerrit Koopman; clerk— a brake for liberty.Tbe officer started iu
ONLY REAL ESTATE SECORITY WILL
pursuit,
but
the
pedestrian
was
fleet of struck one of Thompson’s adherents.
John
Kollcn;
Treasurer—
Henry
PoeCorrespondencesolicitedfrom all towns C. J. Cook; board of review, for two lakker; Commissioner of Highways— foot and escaped as likewise did the three Johnnie Considine, who is one of Thomp
BE ACCEPTED.
in the County. No anonymous contribu- years, Chas. McCarthy; board of rewhom the representative
of the law had son’s henchmen, then interfered and
view, for one year, Henry Siersema; John H. Slotman; Justice— Henry Cook;
Office open every Monday, Friday and Saturday. tions will be published.
struck McCarthy,whereupon the lattet
School Inspector(to fill vacancy) -Levi left to take care of themselves.
constables,
Frank
Wallace.
Wybe
Nien|U"For further particularsapply to the Secredrew a revolver aud shot Cousidiui
Kropschot; School Inspector(full term)
Pontiac
people
secured
the
contracts
for
huis,
Peter
Siersema
and
C.
B.
Cook.
tary.
OTTAWA COUNTY.
The People’s caucus of Olive town- — J. H. Albers;Constables— J. K. Dan- repairingtbe burned asylum, underbid- through the stomach, inflicting a probaBy order of tbe Board.
GRAN© HAVEN.
ding outside competitionby a large major- bly fatal wound. Considine is one of tbs
ship will be held Thursday March 24 gremond and J. H. Kropschot.
C. A. STEVENSON, Secretary.
most notorious men in' the state, tu. I
The two wings of the Republican at 1 o’clock p. m. to nominate candi- Miss Lena Slotman has starteda mil- ity.
Holland, Mich., Jan., 1892.
member* o£ bis gang have been chaigwJ
linery and dressmakingestablishment
A
Millers’s
Siding
farmer
stopped
a
Todates
for
the
various
township
offices.
party held a love feast at the office of
with a number of crimes.
Mr. Hero Brat is down with the in this village. She has put in a good ledo and Ann Arbor train on the supposiWalter I. Lillie Monday night. There
stock and as the young lady is well liked tion that a friend was aboard whom be
I was a good attendance and a good pros- asthma.
FOUND UNDER A DEAD COW.
i pect of peace and harmony prevailing. Henry Vos, who has been seriously she deservesand no doubt will receive v, -anted to see. He didn’t find him.
Th* Body of a Murdered Woman DiscovStore ! One of the prominentrepublicans was ill for the last three weeks, is slowly the patronage of our citizens and comDavis woodmen ran a saw
munity.
ered After a Long Search.
heard to say Turner and Soule have recovering.
through a cord of oak stove wood in just
Wm. Ter A vest and AlbertusMich- seventeenminutes, aud hold themselves Jackson, Mich., March 21.— A dispatch
H. KREMKER, M. D., Prop’r.
G. Groenewoud has rented his farm
made all the trouble in the party in
to S. Van Dyk of West Olive; the lat- mershuizen are each getting a load of in readiness to cut the next cord in less from Taylor Center, Mich., states that
this city.
i fVLL LINK OF—
The weather has been very disagree- ter moved on the place last week and is cattle together to ship to Eastern mar- time for a proper consideration. . . the body i»f Mre.-Amm Schultz, -the- -ogf*.' -•
- able this weelcV
how busy hhprovihg' the appearanceof kots^ ....... - ......
A gasoline can got loose in a Grand lady who mysteriouslydisappearedover a
Pure Drugs, Chemicals, Soaps, The publicationof the Daily Express the old homestead.
Rapids laundry aud several thousand month ago, has been found burled in a
BERLIN.
Last week your correspondentwas
dollars will be required to repair the dam- hole underneath a dead cow. The neigh
Perfumery,Toilet Articles, &c. will be resumed on Monday next.
Miss Elise Johnson, formerly of Itapo, age.
Crosby &Co. have obtained the con- on the sick list.
bore, who were looking for clews to. t to
California,
was
in
town
visiting
her
tract to do 300 cords of stone filling in
ALSO A FULL LINK OF
NOORDELOOS. . *
Damage
suits aggregating $200,000 have mystery, severaldays since unearthed*.a
aunt, Mrs. E. A. C. Everhardt. Miss
ole re-vetraentwork at this harbor.
been brought against the Flint and Pere recently buried cow. On Thursday they
Grand Haven harbor gets $40,000 for Last Sunday the pulpit of tine Christ. Johnson is an accomplished scholarand
Imported anil Domestic Cigars.
Marquette and Lake Shore railwaycom- again returnedto the spot, drawn there by
harbor improvements. This with the Ref. church wds filled by Mr.T.
Mr.
Bak- quite a linguist. It is delightfulto hear panies on account of tbe accident near To- an inexplicablepower. Underneath the
H. Kbimkhs, M. JJ., keep* bf* office at the ntore amount carriedover from last year will ker, student at the Tliedi. seminary of her, a lady of only 22 years of age, speak
ledo last fall. The cases will be tried iu dead animal the body of the miseipg
where call* will be received and promptly at- push tne work along nearly to -comple- Grand Rapids. The congregation was fluently English, German and Spanish, the Monroe circuit court.
woman was found, covered by many
tion.
also delighted to again see Elder P. and hear her converse on general histended to.
marks of violence indicating murder. TL,
John
Moss
lives
at
Grand
Marias
and
Walter I. Lillie on his recent trip Heyboer in his accustomed place. Mr. tontand geography. Miss Job nson has
novel method of the murderer to cover
Office hotm, 8 oj9 A. M., ami 3 to 5 P. M.
east had a very pleasantvisit and inter- Heyboer had been deprived of this priv- traveled considerably. She will pass has mode himself the observed of all ob- tracks, the motive and the crime in genview with John L. Brown who has ilege by an illness which lasted several this coming summer in the Dakotas, servers by driving a trained hog.
eral are creatinga great deal of exciteabout $3,000 invested in the Glass weeks. Mrs. Heyboer is also well-nigh next winter in Florida and may visit Four mastodonteeth were found on a
Bellevue farm recently by Byron Gage.
works here and is liable for $2500 more. recovered.In this connection we can Europeancountries thereafter.
Michigan’sMortgage Tax Law.
STEAM LAUNDRY,
The GrandRapidsDemocrathas more not fail to make mention of the serviLewis Gliutsraanof Tallmadgewas in They were the remains of an ancient
crop.
Lansing,Mich., March 21.— The su
subscribersin this city than any out ces rendered by Philip Heyboer and town on business.
Plymouth Methodists will soon march preme court has sustained the mortgag*side paper circulatedhere.
John T. Dayton, M. D., is again seriwife, to their aged parentsduring their
Opp. 'Ottawa Furniture Factory.
E. D. Blair, deputy oil inspector, is illness. Day and night they were un- ously ill. A later report says that he is to their devotions to the tune of a 1,400- tax law by granting a mandamus compound bell.
one of tbe sharpest politiciansamong weariedlntheir efforts to relievo the improving a little.
pelling the board of assessors of the city of
The latest Improved machineryfur the the Ottawa county Democrats. It may sufferingof the old ]>eople and supply
A. E. Allen and family will not move
Mrs. Ruth Clark, a Coloma lady of 81
Detroit to make out Detroit’s assessment
be accounted for by the fact that he them with all possiblecomforts.The to the city of Grand Rapids, as reported years, overturned a kerosene lamp as she
accomplishingof
rolls in compliancewith the mortgage taxwas an old time Republican and learned world exhibits so few examples of filial some time ago, but will make the state was retiring for the night and was fatally
law passed by the legislature of 1891, as
many things from them.
burned.
devotion and duty, that we can assure of Oregon their future home.
the board of assessors was directed to do
Geo. F. Richardson has many friends Mr. and Mrs. HeypOer on their return
Hon. Benjamin Lubaeh was in town
• «
by the common council of Detroit. The
here who would like to have him called to their own home, that the public duly Tuesday and Wednesday on business.
‘The new- Port Huron hand is composed opinion was written by Justice MontgomLadies’ wearing apparel, Pillow Shams
Judge of Probate and draw the $2000 appreciates their actions and will ever
Dame rumor says, that we are soon to of the unlucky thirteen, and the boys are ery and separate concurringopinions were
Lace Curtains, Family Washings,
salary and fees now drawn by Charles remember them with unfeigned admi- have the following wedding anniversa- bound to add to or subtract one from the
written by Chief Justice Morse and Jusdone promptly.
E. Soule. The books should be in- ration.
ries: One wooden, one tin, one leather, membership.
tice McGrath. JusticeGrant and Justice
spected this year by a man like
Dick Meengs returns to Englewood, one crystal^ one china, one silver, and
Long each filed a dissenting opinion.
Goods mlkd for and delivered.
Richardson. Eight years is certainly 111., today (Friday). Success to you, Dick. last, but not least, one green one, as B. F. Hill, a Millburg mill owner, was
thrown against a circular saw and instantlong enough for any man to have full
ProhibitionNational Convention.
Mrs. L. Reus visited friends in Hol- green as grass. This is coming cerly killed.
Call and see us and get prices.
tainly.
and absolute control of the books and land and Zeeland last week.
Grand Rapids, Mich., March ^.-ChairThe home of Elmer Fleming, a Mount
papers of that office.
News is scarce and sometimes when
The weather clerk is again cranky.
man Dickie,of the nationalprohibition
Holland City is often praised for its we think of the difficulties we have in We are having severe cold, sunshine, Morris farmer,was the scene of a blaze convention, who is here attending tho
that
threatened
its
destruction.
There
becareful managementand manner of filling up our little corner we are al- snowstorm, rain sleet, snow again, then
state convention,announces that the narunning its city affairs by our citizens. most moved to pity the editor, who has rain, now snowstorm again. What next. ing no water at hand, the folks extin- tional convention will be held in Cincin!
Frank Reynolds, an old time Grand to fill a whole paper. But then we
Carrie Peck was in town over Sunday guished the fire with several puns of
nati. The conventionselecteddelegates
milk.
Haven boy, has been in the city the might be like the man who combed his visiting her parents.
to the national conventionand adopted a
A 311-acre farm, frame house, three past week visiting his friendsand at- hair once a year and then pitied his The auction sale of A. E. Allen of Henry Nichols of Lostwithiel is the platformfor cold water; money enough Id
tending the funeralof his uncle.
comrades who did it once a day.
this place was not well attended on ac- owner of a live freak in the shape of
do business issued only by i he governacres of bearing apple, pear and cherry
Our city dads have made one imA stranger passed through Here yes- count of the inclement weather, never- an eight-legged, four-earedand one-eyed ment; suppression of trusts; tariff for
trees and grapevines ; 13. acres sowed to provement that they will receive the terday. Was it Farmer Rusk of Wash- theless every article was sold for its full lamb.
revenue only, and governmentcontrol of
wheat and rye ; good water. Horses, evei lasting thanks of our tax payers ington, D.C., on his way to OliveCenter? value.
Hard cider and religion got all mixed up railways aud telegraphs.No fusion with
for aud that is, tncy have imported diTown politics are becomingwarmer. at a Bethel church social so that it was a any party that does not antagonize the
cows, and farming utensils also offered
ZEELAND. /
rect from the old country thirty-five
Only (?) six candidates are in the field difficult matter to tell ’em apart.
liquor traffic.
for sale. Located in Allegan county, dollars wo •th of mustard seed.
Miss Kate Dan Herder is at home for township clerk and as many for JusAlpena
folks
will
indulge
in
a
hard
one mile south of Holland. InformaThe laiost rumor is t lat the recent m- from the seminary at Kalamazoo for tice of the Peace.
times carnival and if the scheme is a go
portationof mustard seed ..s to be used her spring vacation.
Jay Lawton, son of W. R. Lawton of
tion to be liad of the owner.
An Ingenious Contrivance.
there it may be tried iu some other sections
on the backs of the tax payers so as to
P. Van den Bosch, one of our enter- this place, returned home from ValpaA
firm
in Birmingham, England, is
of
the
state.
The
times
are
hard
enough
GRADUS SMIT. enable them to good naturedly stand prising shoe dealers, is putting a plate raiso, Ind., where he attended college.
to be propitious therefor.
manufacturingan ingenious device for
the burden of taxation without any vis- glass front in his place of business.
Joseph Healy, proprietorof the Berible sign of improvement in our city
The one thing needful is about a doz- lin house, made Grand Rapids a Hying Four hundred Negauuee miners took indicating the existenceof a fire or for
out their first naturalization
papers in a regulatingthe heat iu the preparationof
affairs.
en good houses for rent, the third ward visit on Tuesday.
food and drink. The fire alarm consists
addition mainly built last summer has
The wedding wo referredto in our last single day.
WEST OLIVE.
not a vacant building, so ^ilso in the report seems to be a tiling of the past.
The Lake Angeline mine is still very of a series of very sensitive diaphragms
Chaunoey has bought a baby crib at A. damp, containing about 800,000,000gallons which are connectedwith an electric
Abo Peck has gone to Ludington to first and second wards.
Mr. S. Knowles of Fennville spent C. Allens auction sale.
of navigationmaterial.
battery in such a way that as soon as
be exam nod for the U. S. Life saving
Lansing ladies came very near electing the temperature of an apartment in
service. If he passes he will go into Thursday talking horse will) A. De
For an all hand sewed harness at bot- one of their number to a position on the
Kruif of the Standard breeding stables.
commission at Pentwater.
which the appliance is fixed reaches a
Mr. and Mrs. C. J. Den Herder enter- tom price, go to H. VaupeU’s harness school board in the recent school conThe 7 th was celebratedhere by asopredetermined i»oint, an electric bell itf
test.
cial hop at Abo Peck's. Thirty num- tained a company of friends in their
set ringing and continues to ring for
bers were sold and twice as many green new home Thursday evening.
An entirelynew stock of spring jack- John Wilson, a Grand Rapids resident, some hours if necessary,until a reducP.
H.
De
Preo
returned
to
his
home
ribbons were counted. All seemed to
ets for Ladies and Misses just received goes into exile eighteen mouths because
tion of the temperature is effected.The
at Kansas City this week.
enjoy themselves.
at the millineryshop of
he timed himself with another man’s instrument is capable of very nice ad
A
ARTICLE.; Wednesday morning the jxjople about Tin rumored that I. Verlee has purMrs. M. Hkrtsi'h.
watch.
justment, and on the occasion of a trial
a mile west of this place were aroused chased the residence of P. Brusse on
Jackson parsons have publicly declared
Church
street
and
that
P.
Brusse
is
now
All kinds of nut meats at C. Blom,
it is stated that tbe bell was cansed.to
The “West Michigan” is as fine a by a loud shouting of some kind. When
their disapproval of costly funerals.
they went out they concluded that the sole proprietor of the firm formerly G. Jr's.
ring by breathing upon the diaphragm*
Whether this means reduced fees for
nickel cigar as there is in the mar- noise came from near the house of Nel- Brusse & Son, for years well known
—Philadelphia Record.
funeral
sermons
is
still a debatablequesA splendid lot of horse blankets for
ket. Try them.
son Dreese, and upon going there they here in the clothingbusiness.The
tion.
found Nelson with his head in a barrel first move of the new firm was the tear- sale at a bargain at H. Vaupell’s harA Fortunahi Woman.
#* #
shouting:father! pa! papa! dad! and ing down of the wooden awning in front ness shop.
A
striking instance of change wrought
daddy! When they finally got him out of the store and replacing it with a fanArthur Wilson, a young man living
and cooled down enough to talk, he cy duck which cannot help but attract For tbe latest styles in Spring Jaek- near Adrian, went into an unused baru by the turn of fortune’s wheel, and oi
told them that his wife had presented attentioh and elicit favorable comment. etsfor Ladies and Misses at popular for a nap and was locked in by the owner, success won by purest chance, is called
who was unaware of the lodger's pres- to mind by the recent marriage of the
him with an eight pound boy. The That the now firm receives the well prices call at the millinerystore of
Mrs. M. Bertsch.
ence. When found a week later Wilson Duchess de Camposelice, the widow oi
mother and son are doing well and the wishes of his friendswhich arc a host,
is but natural and that Pete will infather is happy.
was nearly famished.
Isaac M. Singer, of sewing machine
All operations known to the denttil
crease the business of the old firm is a
A lady auctioneer is doing a successful fame. She was formerly a confectioner
professionperformedwith care by skillLAKE SHORE.
foregone conclusion.
business at Niles.
bay mare, 3 years old this
and sold cakes and pies in a Paris resIt is a noticeable fact that the busi- ful operators at the Central Dental
The spring moving has commenced
Dorr young people are entertaining too taurant, where she met Mr. Singer. At
spring; Standard bred and regis- and is now in full blast in this part of ness of Zeeland which is considerable, Parlors.
many cases of diphtheriaand measlesfor his death she was left with a largo foris conducted mainly by young men
the moral vineyard.
tune and in a few years married tho
tered in Volume X- of Wallace’s The Rev. J. Ayers and family have mostly below the age of -40, probably 30 Whips? Carloads of them from 10 •ither comfort or great longevity.
A. G. Burmau, a Battle Creek citizen, Duke de Camposelice.She has lately
cents up, at H. Vuupoll’sharness shop.
moved
to afarm near Coopersville.We years would be a nearer average.
Trotting Horse Register ; broken
will translate the Knights of Labor ritual been married at Paris to M. Paul SoA splendid variety of the latest Spring
are sorry to lose them from our neighInto the Swedish language.
ALLEGAN COUNTY.
boge after five years of widowhood.—
Jackets
for
Ladies
and
Misses
at
the
borhood
but
suppose
oui
loss
is
their
to drive; is kind and gentle and
Congress has been memorializedby tbe New York Ledger.
FENNVILLE.
gain. The house they vacated is now
millinerystore of Mrs. M. Bertech.
Patrons of Indust ry of the state to pronot afraid of cars; stands 15^ occupied by Allen Huff.
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Ketchum on
The best place to buy harnesses, sad- vide for the free delivery of mail to the
Win. Horton has sold his farm to A. the 17th a girl. The family is happy
To Clean a Water Bottle.
hands high; sound and a natural Dolph. He goes to Shelby and “Dell” as this is the first born.
dles, etc., is at VaupelFs harness shop. farmersof the country.
A
water bottle, the interior of which
Finest cabinet photographsof Rev.
Two youthfulSummit people went over has become coated with carbonate of
will hustle the farm this season.
A. M. Gish of Lacota is hero to assist
trotter. Address,
John Horton goes to Grand Rapids. C. B. Johnson in the laying of brick J. T. Bergen for sale at Hopkins’ Gal- to Jackson and obtained a marriage perlime from hard water, may be cleaned
mit, tbe young man assertingthat his
Mr. Campbell’sson-in-law goes to and the mason work the coming summer. lery.
'
by washing in water in which a teacompanion
was
of
marriagable
age.
But
Chicago soon to work at his trade (boilRev. Thomas, of the Baptistfaith, is
Wanted.
tbe discoverythat tbe girl was only 16 spoonful of spirits of salts has been disCare of Ottawa County Times. er making).
in Paw Paw attending quarterly meet300 cords steam wood, deliveredwithin
solved. Rinse well before using. —Good
preventedthe intendedceremony.
Geo. Davis has moved into S. John- ing.
the next 60 days at the stone quarry
Holland, Mich.,
Housekeeoinc.
ston’s old house and is employed in the
Miss Nellie Joslin and Mrs. Slater are Waverly Stone Ca
The Crystal fellow who made a target of
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pygmies may be judged by their bird, they retiml at the time the bin! aimed giant Satan breathed upon the ageu woman in an earthquake
it a curse when he said to Christ: “If that frightenedeverybody else, and
surroundings. That man baa been put* his head under his
One of our national sins is robbery thou be the Son of God." What a who, when asked if she was not
thirty years faithful in attendance
of sleep. Walter Scott was so urgent dnstanlly au<i infamous “If.'' Against j afraid, said, “No, 1 amglad that I
SERMON PREACHED BY DR. TALMAGE upon ohurcheHand prayer meetings
about this duty of slumber, that that giant "If" hurl Job's “I know" have a God who can shake the
! and Sunday schools, and putting
ON SUNDAY MARCH 13.
himself among intense religious as- when arriving at a hotel where and Paul's "I know.” “I know that world,
Whether your work be to teach a
sociations. He may have his imper- there was no rqom to sleep in, except my Redeemer liyeth.” “I know in
Sabbath
class, or nurse an invalid, or
A Ltmob l>ra«ra from tho Bible Slor/ of
fections, but ho is a very good man. that in which there \vns a corpse, in- 1 whom I have believed.”Down with
reform a wanderer,or print a tract,
Of. King of llMhu, IHim* Hodstoml
quirtnl
if
the
deceased
had
died
of
a ; the “If” and up with “I know."
Great is his religious stature. That
Wm Xloo Cobit* Loaf oo4 r#ur Cubit* other man has been for thirty years contagious disease, and when as- j Oh, that giant Doubt is such a or train a household,or bear the
far.
querulousnessof senility,or cheer To
Brood.
among influences intensely worldly, sured he had not, took the other bed cruel giant! It attacks many in the
lost hour. It could not let my mother the disheartened, or lead a soul to
in
the
room
and
fell
into
profoundBbooklyn. March 13. —Dr. Tal- and he has shut himself out from all
Christ, know that by fidelity you
profit is
est slumber. Those of small endur- alone even in her dying moments.
izu^e gave another illustrationthis other influences, and his religious
Afte#
a life of holiness and consecra- may help hasten the time when the
ance
must
certainly
require
rest,
T
morning in his sermon at the Taber- stature is that of a dwarf. No man
tion such as I never heard of in any world shall be snowed under with
ever lias been or can bo independent even the giant needs an iron InHoliday orders were too large,
nacle of his wonderful power of
one
else, she said to my father, white lily and incarnadined with red
of his su.roundings—social, intel- stead.
and we have decided to
drawing useful, practical lessons from
rose,
DO NOT BK SURPRISED WHEN THE GREAT “Father, what if, after all, our
lectual, moral, religious.
offer some
prayers and struggles should go for 1 And, now, I bargain with you that
an obscure text, which, to the ordiOPPOSE YOU.
The Bible indicates the length of
we will come back some day from
nary mind, seemed incapable of yield- the giant by the length of his bedNotice, furthermore,, that God's nothing.” Why could she not, after
oar scperstell&rabode to see how the
all
the
trials
and
ncknesHes
and
being any spiritual edification. The stead. Let no man say, “1 will bo people on the way to Canaan need
world looks when it shall be fuUy
reavements
of
a
long
life
and
the
intext was Deuteronomy iii, 11 : “Only good," and yet keep evil surround- not he surprised if they confront
firmities of old age, be allowed to go umpamdiHed— its last tear wept, its
-INOg, king of Bsshan, remained of the ings. Let no man say, “I will ta some sort of a giant. Had not the
without such a cruel stroke from last wound healed, its last shackle
remnant of giants; behold, his bed- faithfulas a Christian,” and yet con- Israelitlsh host tad trouble enough
Doubt, the giant? Do you wonder I broken, ita last desert gardenized, ita
stead was a bedstead of iron ; is it sort chiefly with wordlings. You already? No! Red sea not enough.
have a grudge against the monster? last giant of iniquity decapitated. Ladiis’ Solid Bold and Filled
not in Rabbath of the children of are proposing an everlasting impos- Water famine not enough. Long
If I could I would give him a l»igg*?r And when we land, may it be somemarches
not
enough.
Opposition
Ammon? Nine cubits was the length sibility. When a man dejiartsthis
bounce than satan got when, hurled where near this spot of earth where
thereof and four cubits the breadth life you can tell what has been his by enemies of ordinary stature not
out
of heaven, the first thing he we have togethertoiled and struginfluence in a community for good enough. They must meet Og, the
of if
ALL SIZES AND GRADES.
struck was the tattom of perdition. gled for the kingdom of God, and
giant
of
the
iron
bedstead.
“Nine
by
those
who
mourn
tot
him,
and
by
The story of giants is mixed with
may
it be about this hour in the high
myth. William the Conqueror was how sincere and long cpntinusd an* cubics was the length thereof and OPPOSITION CANNOT HINDER TUB noon of some glorious Sabbath, look- Moot Acurnte. Durable, and Elegantly('baked
CHURCH.
said to have been of overtoweringal- the regrets of bis taking of?. There four cubics the breadth of it" Why
Another impression from my sub- ing into the upturned faces of some
not
let
these
Israelites
gq
smoothly
may
be
no
pomp
or
obsequies
and
no
titude, but when in aftertimehis
ject— the march of the church can- great audience radiant with holiness
tomb was opened his bones indicated pretense at epitapbeology. but you into Canaan withont this gigantic
not be impeded by gigantic opposi- and triumph.
that he had been physically of only can tell how high he was in conse- opposition ? Oh, they needed to have
tion. That Israelitish host led on by
ordinary sixe. Roland the Hero was cration and how high in usefulnessby their courage and faith further tested
Eighth Street. Holland. Mich.
Moses was the church, and when Og
said to have been of astoundingstat- how long is his shadow when he and developed! And blessed the man
the
giant,
him
of
the
iron
bedstead,
who,
our
time,
in
his
march
toward
ure, but when his sepulcher was comes to lie down.
What is true of individuals is true the Promised Land does not meet ffftnw out against him with another
examined his armor was found only
host— a fresh host against one that
large enough to fit an ordinary man. of cities and natious. Show me the more than one giant.
seemed worn out— things must have
Do
not
conclude
that
you
are
not
Alexander the Great had helmets free libraries and schools of a city,
looked bad for Israel. No account is
on
the
way
to
Canaan
bemuse
of
this
and
I
will
tell
you
the
intelligence
of
and shields of enormous aje made
obstacle. As well might the Israel- given of the bedstead of Moses' ex• and left among the people whom he its people. Show me its gallery of
!
had conquered, so as to give the im- painting and sculpture, and I will ites conclude that they were not on cept that one in which he first slept
River Street. Holland, Mich.,
the
way
to the Promised Land because —the cradle of aquatic vegetation on
tell
you
the
artistic
advancement
of
pression that he was a giant, although
I want to call your attention to the de-OKFKRlicious fruit which we are selling.
he was rather under than over the its citizens. Show me its churches, they met Og, the giant Standing in tiie Nile, where the wife of Chenephres, the king, found the floating
usual height of a man. But that in and 1 will tell you the moral and your way is some evil propensity,
The most complete stock of
babe, and having no child of her
Applss from our Own State!
other days and lands there were real religious status of the place. From the some social persecution,some bnsiness
own adopted him. Moses of ordigiants is authentic. One of the guards fact that Og's bedstead was thirteen misfortune,some physical distress.
Oranges from Sunni Florida!
nary size against Og of extraordi- STAPLE AND FANCY GROCERIES
of the Duke of Brunswick was eight and a half feet long, I conclude the Not one of you but meets a giant who
and a half feet high. In a museum giant himself was alxiut eleven feet would like to hew you in twain. nary dimensions.
Pears from Golden Califoroia!
Besides that Og was tacked up by
Higher than eleven feet this Og darkin London is the skeleton of Charles high.
fortified cities. Moses was
But let no one by this thought be ens the sky and the rattle of his sixty ------Birne, eight feet four inches in
Then we have the nutritiousBananas.
stature. The Emperor Maxi min was induced to surrenderto unfavorable buckler stuns the ear. But you are backed up seeminglyby nothing but
Lemons, for your pies,
A
A. _ f 1
VxtTn QVwi
the
desert
that
tad
worn
him
and
going
to
get
the
victory,
as
did
the
over eight feet. Pliny tells of a giant environments. A man can make his
Cranberries for your sauce.
Blanketsv Comforters,
bis snsy into grasp ti -i&tztfi-«'*«?"•*
ninfl feet high, and two other giants own bedstead. Chantrey and Hugh isiaeirtci*. ' —
Sweet Potatoes, Figs, Dates, Fresh
Miller were born stonemasons,but
In the name of the God of Moses plined and exhaustedstragglers. But
Canned Goods, etc.
Dress Goods, Yarns,
nine and a half feet.
So I am not incredulous when I the one became an immortal sculptor and David and Joshua and Paul the Israelites triumphed. If you spell
on If TOU WANT
Fascinators, Gloves,
come to my text and find King Og a and the other a Christianscientist charge on' him, and you will leave the name of Og backward you turn
WHITE BREAD,
it into the word “Go,” and Og was
giant, and the size of his bedstead, whose name will never die. Turner, his carcass in the wilderness. You
Stamped Goods,
RYE BREAD,
turned
backward
and
made
to
go.
want
a
tattle
shout
!
Take
that
with
the
painter,
in
whose
praise
John
turning the cubits of the text into
GRAHAM BREAD,
With Og’s downfall all the sixty cities
-ANDfeet- the bedstead of Og, the king, Ruskin expended the greatest genius which David, the five footer,assailed
surrendered.
. Nothing, was. left of
Cakes, Pies, Candies, Nuts, Cigars,
must have been about thirteen and a of HiS life, wiiff the son of- a tarber- Goliath, the nine footer, when that
or Oysters, then call at the
the giant except his iron bedstead,
Gentlemen’s Furiiisliiiig Goods
half feet long. Judging from that, who advertised “a penny a shave.” giant cried, with stinging contempt
which was kept in a museum at Babthe giant who occupied it was prob- Dr. Prideaux, one of the greatest both in manner and intonation,
bath to show how tall and stout he This side of Grand Rapids, and
ably about eleven feet in stature, or scholars of all time, earned his way “Come to me, and I will give thy
once was.
through
college
by
scouring
pots
and
flesh
unto
the
fowls
of
the
air
nearly twice the average human
compete with
So shall the last giant of opposition
size. There was no need of Rabbin- pans. The late Judge Bradley worked and to the beasts of the field,”
GRAND RAPIDS PRICES.
ical writers trying to account for the his way up from a charcoalburner and David looked up at the mon- in the church's march succumb. Not
presence of this giant, King Og, as to the bench of the supreme court of ster of braggadocio and defiantly sixty cities captured, but all the citthey did, by saying that he came the United States. Yes, a man can replied: “Thou comest co me with ies. Not only on one side of Jordan,
down from the other side of the decide the size of his own bedstead. a sword and with a spear and with a but on both sides of all the rivers.
ADSO ON HAND.
shield; but I come to thee in the The day is coming. Hear it all ye
EVEN GIANTS MUST REST.
flood, being tall enough to wade the
Notice, furthermore, that even name of the Lord of Hosts, the God who are doing somethingfor the conwaters beside Noah's ark, or that he
Eighth
Holland, Mich.
rode on the top of the ark, the pas- giants must rest. Such enormous of the armies of Israel, whom thou quest of the world for God and the
sengers inside the ark daily provid- physical endowment on the part of hast defied. This day will the Torii truth, the time will come when, as
ing him with food. There was noth- King Og might suggest the capacity deliverthee unto mine hand, and I will there was nothing left of Og the
ing supernatural about him. He was to stride across all fatigue and omit smite thee and take thine bead from giant, but the iron bedsteadkept at
slumber. No. He required an iron thee, and I will give the carcasses of Rabtath as a curiosity,there will !>•
simply a monster in size.
EVERYTHING SACRIFICED TO STRENGTH. bedstead. Giants must rest. Not the host of the Philistines this day nothing left of the giants of iniquity
Cyrus and Solomon slept on beds appreciating that fact, how many of unto the fowls of the air and to the except something for the relic huntof gold, and Sardanapalus had 151) the giants yearly break down. Giants wild beasts of the earth, that all the ers to examine.
I hereby offer for sale one of
Which of the giants will be the last
bedsteads of gold burned up with in business, giants in art, giants in earth may know that there is a God
the best locations for mercantile
slain I know not, but there will be a
him, but this bedstead of my text eloquence, giants in usefulness. They in Israel.”
Then David, with probably three museum somewhere to hold the relics business in the city of Holland.
was of iron— everything sacrificed live not out more than half their
swirls of the sling about his head, got of what they once were. A rusted
for strength to hold this excessive days.
two-story brick store with We want all the good stave bolts
They try to escape the consequence it into sufficient momentum and let sword will be hung up— the only relic
avoirdupois, this Alp of bone and
that you can bring us, delivered
flesh. No wonder this couch was of overwork by a voyage across the fly till the cranium of the giant broke of the giant of war. A demijohn— dwelling attached in the rear, loat the old Fixter factory. Elm
the
only
relic
of
the
giant
of
Inebriasea
or
a
sail
in
a
summer
yacht,
or
in and he fell, and David leaped on
kept as a curiosityat Rabbath, and
cated on Eighth street, two doors bolts preferred. Inquire of
people went from far and near to see call on physicians for relief from in his carcass, one foot on his chest and tion. A roulette hall— the only relic
it, just as now people go to museums somnia, or restoration of unstrung the other on his head, and that was of the giant of Hazard. A pictured west of Breyman & Son’s brick
nerves, or the arrest of apoplexies, the last of the Philistine: But be certificate of watered stock— the only
to behold the armor of the ancients.
block.
You say what a fighter this giant, when all they need is what this giant sure you get the right battle shout relic of the giant of Stock Gambling.
Eighth Street, Holland,Mich.
Purchaser may also at the same
King Og, must have been. No doubt of my text resorted to— an iron bed- and that you utter it with the right A broken knife— the only relic of the
of it. I suppose the size of his sword stead. Let no one think Ijecausehe spirit, or Og will roll over you as giant of Assassination.A yellow time obtain a full stock of groand breastplate correspondedto the has great strength of body or mind easily as at night he rolled into his copy of Tom Paine— the only relic of
the giant of Unbelief. And that mu- ceries, with a well established
size of his bedstead, and his stride that he can afford to trifle with his iron bedstead.
across the battlefieldand the full unusual gifts. The commercial world, WE WILL HAVE TO FIGHT ALL THE WAY. seum will do for the later ages of the trade, which business is now carworld what the iron bedstead at Rabstroke of his arm must liave been ap- the literaryworld, the artistic world,
Brethren, I have made up my mind
ried on in said premises.
palling. With an armed host he the political world, the religious that we will have to fight all the way bath did for the earlier ages.
Try those fine Roasts which we are sellThe whole can be bought reaDo you not see it makes all the difcomes down to drive back the Israel- world are all the time aquake with up to the Promised Land. I used to
ing at the
ference in the world whether we are
ites, who are marching on from the crash of falling giants.
think that after awhile I would get
sonably and upon easy terms.
King Og, no* doubt, had a throne, into a time where it would he smooth fighting on toward a miserable defeat
Egypt to Canaan. We have no parFor full particularsinquire of
ticulars of the battle, but I think the hut the Bible never mentions his and easy, hut the time does not come, or toward a final victory? All the
Or the fresh Sausages ?
Israelites trembled when they saw throne. King Og, no doubt, had a and it will never come in this world. Bible promises prophesy the latter,
the owner and occupant.
Or the Pork Steak?
this monster of a man moving down crown, but the Bible never mentions By the time King Ogis us»3dup so and so I cheer you who are the troops
tocrushthem. Alas for the Israelites his crown. King Og. no doubt, had that he cannot get into his iron bed- of God, and though many things are
If not, you should do so. Have you any
HEIN
DER HAAR.
Will their troubles never cease ? Wha t a scepter, but the Bible does not men- stead, some other giant of opposition dark now, like Alexander I review
Poultry to soli ? If so, I will pay you
can men five and a half feet high do tion his scepter. Y et one of the largest looms up to dispute our way. Let us the army by torchlight,and I give
the highest market price in cash.
Holland, March 10, WH.
against this warrior of eleven feet, verses of the Bible is taken up in de- stop looking for an easy time and you the watchword which Martin
and what can short swords do against scribing his liedstead. So God all up make it a thirty years’ war, or a sixty Luther proclaimed, “The Lord of
a sword whose gleam must have been and down the Bible honors sleep. years' war, or a hundred years' war. Hosts!” “Tite Lord of Hosts!” and
Cor. Eighth and Fitih StH.. Holland, Mich.
I cry out exultingly,with Oliver
like a flash of lightning?The battle Adam, with his head on a pillow of if we live so long.
Cromwell
at
the
battle of Dunbar,
of Edrei opened. Moses and Ids army Edenic roses, has his slumber blest by
Must I be carriedto the bkk-A
“Let God arise; let his enemies be
met the giant and his army. The a diviue gift of beautiful companionOn flowery Iteds of ease.
While other*fought to win the prize
scattered.”
Lord of Hosts descended into the ship. Jacob, with his head on a pilAnd sailed through bloody sea*?
fight, and the gigantic strides thut low of rock, has his sleep glorified
Make all the preparationsfor the
Do
you
know the name of the big- world's evangelization. Have the
Og had made when advancing into with a ladder Idled with descending
gest giant that you can possibly
the tattle were more than equaled and ascending angels. Christ, with
faith of Robert and Mar}’ Moffat, the
• by the giganticstrides with which he a pillow made out. of the folded up meet— and you will meet him ? He missionaries,who, after preachingin
retreatedHuzza for triumphant coat of a fisherman, honors slumber is not eleven feet high, but one hun- BechuamUandfor ten years without
dred feet high. His bedstead is as
Israel! Sixty fortified cities sur- in the tack part of the storm tossed
one convert, when asked what they
long as the continent. His name is
rendered to them. A laud of inde- boat.
would like to have sent them by way
The only case of accidentto sleep Doubt. His common food is infidel of gift from England,said, “Bend a
scribable opulence comes hto their
IN OTTAWA COUNTY.
books and skepticallectures and minpossession,and all thut is left of the mentioned in the Bible was when
communion service for it will be
giant king is the iron bedstead. Eutychus fell from a window during isters who do not know whether the surely needed;” and sure enough the
“Nine cubits was the length thereof a sermon of Paul, who had preached Bible is inspired at all or inspired in expected ingatheringof many souls
until midnight, but that was not so spots, and Christians who are more was realizedand the communionservand four cubits the breadth of it.-’
JUDGE OF A MAN BY HIS SURROUNDINGS. much a condemnation of sleep as a infidel than Christian.You will ice arrived in time to oeiebrate it.
Why did not the Bible give us the censure of long sermons. More sleep never reach the Promised Laud un- Appropriatelydid that missionary
OUR GREAT SPECIALTY.
less you slay that giant. Kill Doubt
size of the giant instead of the size of is what the world wants. Econowrite in an album when his autoor Doubt will kill you. How to overmize
in
eveiything
but
sleep.
WilIhe bedstead? Why did it not indigraph was requested :
cate that the man was eleven feet liam H. Seward, the renowned secre come this giant? Pray for faith, go
My album is tbe Httrage breaet,
Hand Lamps, Hanging Lamps,
high instead of telling us that his tary of state, in the midst of his with people who have faith, read Where darkness reigns and tempe** wrwrt.
Without
one
ray
of
lltcht.
couch was thirteen and a half feet overmastering toils longed for the everything that encourages faith,
Table Lamps, Store Lamps,
To write tbe name of Jams there.
long? No doubt, among other things, capacity to rest, writing in his mem- avoid as you would ship fever and
And j>oiut to world* both brightand fair.
orandum hook. “I have never found smallpoxthe people who lack faith.
And see the Harege bowed in prayer,
it was to teach us that you can judge
PRACTICAL
Is my snpreme delight.
In this battle against King Og use
of a man by his surroundings.Show but one invaluable recipe for having
forward!
not for weapons the crutch of a limpa
good
night's
rest,
and
that
is
to
me a mans associates,show me a
Whatever your work and wherever
ALL KINDS OF LAMPS.
man s books, show me a man’s home, liave been restlessand sleeplessthe ing Christian or the sharp pen of a
you
work for God— forward ! You
controversialist,
but
the
sword
of
Birds, Animals, Fishes, Etc.
and I will tell you what he is without night before.”
When PresidentJohn Quincy truth, which is the word of God. 'Hie in your way and I in my way. With
your telling me one word about him.
Mounted to Nature.
Elegant Stock
Prices Low!
holy pluck, fight on with something
You cannot only tell a man. accord- Adams and the distinguished Josiah word “If” is made up of the same
number of letters as the sword “Og,” of the strength of Thomas Trouing to the old adage, “By the com- Quincy went to hear Judge Story
We Sell Everything In Crockery and (ila**.
Furs Tanned. Rugs made in Order.
and it is just as big a giant. “If” the bridge, who at Inkermanu had one
lecture
on
law
to
his
students,
and,
pany he keeps,” but by the books he
Bible be true. “If the soul lx* im- leg shot off and the foot of the other Horns Polished and Mounted.
leads, by the pictures he admires, by when invited to sit beside the judge
Cases Filled.
mortal. “If Christ be God. “If leg, and when they proposedto carry
and
both
fell
asleep,
the
judge
apthe church he attends, by the places
our belief and behavior here decide him off the field replied: “No; I do
Old Specimens Re-mounted
propriately
pointed
to
them
and
said
he visits.
not move until the battle is won.
SEND FOR PRICE LIST.
Moral giants and moral pygmies, to liis students. “Behold the evil ef- our future destiny. ‘If." “If." “If.”
Eight Street, Opj*. NoUcr A Ver Stbure.
I hate that word “If.' Noah Webster Whatever be the rocking of the
fects
of
early
rising."
In
Bible
times,
intellectualgiants and intellectual
3»8!a«ui.net.
Grand
Raoids.
Midi.
imi.r.Avn Mirn
church
or
state,
have
the
calmness
of
says
it
is
a
conjunction
;
I
say
it
is
an
pygmies, like physical giants or phy- when people arose at the voice of the
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mdst them in

ton hood, »he paused on the thrwhold. I

garments that might have

me

changing their shoes and
bnf tons of
suy metallicsnlmtance,for it was one of
the cardinal Regulationsthat no person
ihould be allowed in the interior mills
who had a particle of metal about them,
nr nails in their shoes, for the fear of
combustion by friction.
(Jar visitors were two gentlemenand
three ladies. The two elder ladies 1 did
dray dawn gives place to ruddy day:
The great son swings through azure skies,
sot notice particularly, but the younger
And skimmlni,.whete the ripples play,
one attracted me in spite of myself.
The screaming Bshha wk* fall aud rise.
Why, I didn't know. She was not really
The glossywet Sr. r<.ofltnd clear,
beautiful—my marion was much more
Reflects one solitary cloud,
And morning toni; birds, fur aud near,
brilliant— but there was something
Repeat their maMns shrill aud loud,
ulxmt her better than beauty,
•The night Is done and day Is heie."
-Ksebange. t The gay company, laughing and jok; ing, and bantering each other ’ in re| gard to their fear, followed me in. The
lady in bine walked quietly by my side,
saying very little, barely replying to the

dawn

Orsr
In and owettlr smllcK
A light bret:*, •wtM'pinf di.wn the stream.
(Jfta high the fog In snowy lilies;
The sun's flrst hurnlng lances gleam
Along the pebbled river hanks,
And misty J)o«t» In ingd retreat
Withdraw their broken, scatteredranks.
The bold sun marks their sad defeat
And dissipate* their strugglingBanks.

"GO TO THE MILLS.”

--------

at her ease.

“Indeed, 1 ought not to stay, Mr.
Greene; papa was going to the Ride, and
will be back at 8, and will take me home
then.”
“Yon are not afraid of me, Mias Gaylord. I am not an ogre, if 1 have but one
hand. I think you will stay. I should
have been very lonesome.'’
“I called to say goodby, Mr. Greene,"
said she in a subdued voice; “lam going

away tomorrow."

tiie

They aay in London that Grace Haw“Yes; you go to Trenton, do you not’/"
Eight years ago I was foreman in
fglli!8 of1 h«r .yomiaimons-perthorne is writing a book discnwdng the Guilford powder
“For a few weeks only. We nail for
I
thought it ill limed mirth: I
don’t know.
dangers of the stage.
Europe the first of February. Papaha*
It was a dangerous situation, and not
We had been all the rounds and had business there which will detain him
London will have a novelty in the altogether as pleasant as it might have
spring in the form of several Scandi- been. But the salary was larger than 1 returned to the receptionroom, next to some years aud he wishes me to go with
navian plays, not by Ihaen.
could obtain in any other place just the drying room, at one end of the main him.”
“Bon voyage. May heaven prosper
building. This apartment overhung the
Marshall P. Wilder is rated as the pos- then, and this, to a man with an invalid
pond, from whence came our supply of you."
sessor of $60,000. Ten years ago he was mother and a little sister to support,
1 gave her my one hand. She laid
was no mean object. Besides 1 hoped at water, the basin of which was formed of
working for twelve dollars a mouth.
no very distant day to have a home of a large dark gorge in the hollow of the hers in it. cold and trembling,and oar
The story that Marie Wainwrightand
my own, presided over by the girl of my wooded hills. There was a large swing- eyes met. There were tears on her
Louis James, her husband, intended to
choice— beautiful Marion Ware. This ing door opening from the room directly cheeks. They dropjwd down and fell on
once more star togetheris authoritativedream of happinessin the future made over the jwnd for the convenience of oar clatqied bands. A wild, beautiful
ly denied.
me better contented with my life. I casting out rubbish, aud this door 1 hope sprung up in my heart, and yet
“ChristopherColumbus" is the title of
was willing to work for a competence threw open for the visitors to obtain a hardly a proper move of a revelation.
the great spectacularwork to be seen in
view of the prospect beyond. They soon
“Oh, Adele, have 1 found life's sweetthat she would share with me.
conjunction with the Barnum & Bailey
We were to be married in November, tired of this, all but the lady iu blue, who ness to lose it forever/ Would to heaven
show next season.
and as the time drew near an intense de- still stood looking out over the dreary I were well and strong once more!”
A dramaticpaper is of the opinion sire seized me to escape from the mo- scene, lighted by the departing rays of “And what then'/” she said softly, her
face hidden from my view beneath the
that a theater devoted to a stock com- mentous, dangerous existence 1 led in the lurid sun.
Suddenly 1 beard a low, ominous hiss folds of crimson worsted.
pany and another to be utilized for the mills. A few weeks would make no
The next moment I held her in my
comic opera exclusively would be a “go” difference to my employers. 1 thought, from the adjoining apartment, a sound
in Chicago.
and so when 1 gave my notice to leave which once heard is always remembered; arms.
“Adele, can it be/ Shall it be/ Remy blood tunied to ice in my veins.
Audran.the composer of “Miss Bel- I gave it for the 14th of September inI recognized my fate— in another sec- member, I am but the mutilated wreck
staaa
iff
Noveralter,
as
1
liad
first
inyeti,” has dedicated a new waltz to Mrs.
of a man, but my heart is strong and
ond’s time we should be in eternity.
Louise Leslie-Cwter and sends it to her tended.
1 snatched the woman by my side and true and tender.”
My
employers
were
very
sorry
to
part
with AU Autographic letter of congratuplunged through the gaping doorway.
“1 remember everything,” she said,
lation upon her success as the Quakerees. with me, and they offered to raise my
Simultaneously a deafening roar bunt “and 1 should be unworthy of a love
salary, but I had decided and was not
Alexander Salvini has made an excelupon my head— a crash, as if the globe like yours did I care the less for you beto be turned from my decision.The last
lent rule in his company— that all memwas rent— ten thousand cannons were cause of this sad misfortune.For your
day of my stay passed quietly enough,
bers thereof shall meet for one hour’s
sake, I wish it had never happened to
and at night 1 left the dark buildings discharged in my ears— the blood flowed
fencing every morning. This is in orfrom my eyes and nose— the air was you. For my own, I have not a single
behind me with a thrill of relief.
der to perfect ease and grace in gesture
regret,”
That was a happy evening. Marion black with missiles, which reached the
and movement.
The sleigh whose bells we bad heard
had been spending the afternoon with water only a little later than we did,
Down,
down
we
went, it seemed, to an had long ago passed by; it was not her
The wild boar that Sarah Bernhardt
my mother, and I had walked home
father; and we sat down together to enshot on a hunting trip in Georgia was a
with her, and it was near midnight when interminable depth, but that plunge
joy tbe most nearly perfect happiness I
good thing for the advertisingagents to
saved
us.
1 got home. Soon after I fell asleep,
tell about, but the Bernhardthas reWhen we came up everything was had ever known.
but my rest was troubled. 1 supposed I
Col. Gaylord came at last, to find his
ceived a bill for ten dollars from a farmmust have been dreaming, but it seemed still. A deathly silence had fallen on
er for killing one of his tame hogs.
all nature— the phiee reeked with a daughter encircled by my arm, her
a vivid reality to me then. ______ _______
Hermann Vezin, the Anglo-American 1 was standing iu the thick forest suffocatingsmoke, rolling up from the blushes and my presumption rooking the
conditionof things pretty evident to a
actor, has been awarded $580 damages which surroundedthe works, at the ruins, dumb as the vapor of death.
man of sense. We went up to him toI
swam
to
the
shore
with
my
comin an action against the proprietorsof very point where the path to the village
the Colchester(England) theater, for in- diverged and led it. over the hill and panion and supported her up the bank. gether. Adele spoke then softly to him:
“Papa, this is Mr. Greene, who saved
juries received when knocked down by through the field to the mills. It was in She was not unconscious. Her dress
the unexpected fall of the curtain at that a wild, dreary path, for it was necessary was drenched with blood. I lifted my me when the powder mill blew up. I
love him and be loves me. Will you
place of amusement.
that the mills should be removed as far arm to seek the wound, and saw that
give us your blessing/”
from any human habitationas possible, the crimson tide flowed not from her
“I am happy to meet you, Mr .'Greene,'’
RAILROAD JOTTINGS.
viens,
but
from
the
mutilated
stump
and there was no more fitting spot than
he said, cordially. “I suppose I owe my
the “valley of despair”for miles around. where once belonged my own right hand.
Japan has now over 1,100 miles of raildaughter to you, but really I had no idea
There was a struggle iu my mind; 1 It had been blown off.
ways, but the investments have never
1 went home oa one in a walking to give her up to you in this unceremoui- •
thought I could not decide which path to
prcrml to be profitable.
ous fashion. However, if you love her
take— the one leading into the distant dream. I remember very little of it exAt a meeting of the IllinoisCentral village or the old accustomed cue to the cept that the lady in blue was with me, and she loves you, and you are the
honest man that people say you are,
board of directors the project of using
mills. While I was sitting I heard a that she talked soothingly to me in a
take her and may God deal with you as
electricity as a motive power for trains
voice, clear, solemn aud strong, that sweet voice, and that afterward, when 1
you deal with her.”
was abandoned.
suffered
untold
agonies
from
some
sharp
seemed to come from the ends of the
The Guilford powder work** we’v
instrument^
she
stood
by
me
with
words
The Pennsylvania has let a contract earth, and it said:
never rebuilt, but I purchased their site,
for the grading and masonry for the
“Goto the mills! Your work is not of gentle nest aud peace; after that, all
and on their ruins I have erected a fanwas blank.
four track road from Valley creek to yet finished.”
tastic tower to mark tbe spot where I
Downington, Pa., includinga new stone
I awoke. The moon was binning There was a little snow on the hills
first met her who has made my life
that
1
could
see
from
the
window.
arch bridge over the Brandywinecreek. coldly in at the window, the great arms
beautiful.—New York News.
When
I awoke to consciousnessI spoke
dftfie
elms
moved
slowly
to
and
fro
in
A powerful syndicate,including Sec
my
first
thought,
“Where
is
Marion/”
ret&iy Tracy and William Clark, the the night wind, and a lonely cricket
Jewelry Jn History.
thread manufacturer, has organized the chirped in the wainscot. I lay down Mother tried to put me off with an
evasive
answer,
but
I
would
know
the
Jewelry
is as ancientas the existence
New Jersey Traction company to oper- again, thinking of little but my dream,
ate the combined street railroads of Eliz- save to rejoice it was only a dream, and whole truth. She told it to me with of the preciousmetals and the precious
great reluctance. Marion had not been stones. In no age of barbarism or of
shortly after fell asleep.
abeth, Jersey City and Newark.
Again
was
that vision repeated with to see me since the day of tbe accident, puritanical simplicity has the jewel been
At a meeting of the stockholdersof
and then at the sight of me she uttered
entirely discarded. The ages of barbathe Chesapeake and Ohio Railroad com- singular minuteness, circumstance for
circumstance,
and
again
I
awoke.
I a shriek of horror and fled from the
pany the officersweie authorizedto isrism were those of unexampledsplendor
room.
sue $70,000,000 worth of bonds for im- thought it extremely remarkable that I
and decoration. Conquering hosts rifled
“But has she sent no message/”
should
dream
twice
on
the
same
matter,
provements, double trackage,acquiring
“There is a note, but you must not the treasurechests of their victimsaad
but
explained
it to myself that I had
and constructingbranch lines, etc.
been thinking so much, of my departure read it till you are better. You have carried home in triumph their jewel^
A curious feature of an expense acfrom the mills. It was a coincidence, been eight weeks delirious, and the ex- and jewelry.The ancient Greeks, Percount is that the Atchison spent 50 per
sians, Egyptians aud Romans were
nothing more, I said, and turning over I citement may be fatal."
cent, more for printing and stationery
“Give me tbe letter,”I said, with all adepts in decorating their persons, and
soon lost my consciousness.
and 50 per cent, less for fuel, light and
For the third time that haunted dream my stern self will in my voice. "If not. their men were no less demonstrative
petty expenses of the general officeslast
than their women. Masses of gold
visited me, and this repetitionwas I will get up and seek it myself.*’
year than it did in the previousyear.
She brought it to me, the delicate, chains sparkling with jewels,earrings
almost frightfullyvivid. Everything
The famous Oroya railroad in Pern, about it bore so stronglythe semblance rose jicrfumed thing, no more heartless and finger rings adorned the person of
which was constructedby the late Henry of reality that I started up covered with than she who dictatedit. It was ele- the Roman dandy, while the warrior
studded his breastplate,helmet, sword
Meiggs, and is considered one of the cold perspiration.
gantly got up altogether.
wonders of the world, has been extended
and shield with emeralds, rubies, sapMiss
Ware
sympathized
with
me
The moon bad gone down, the dawn
to Port Tucker on the Pichis river, thus was breaking in the east cold and gray. deeply— hoped and trusted I would be phires, pearls and diamonds.
making direct connectionfrom the head I am not superstitious, and 1 will confess restored to health, etc., and ended in
The jewels of the crown are great
of navigation on the Amazon river to
that an involuntaryshudder swept oyer releasing me from iny engagement. show pieces in every kingdom in the
the Pacific ocean at Callao.
me when I recollected what I had She prayed I might be granted resigna- world, while family diamonds or pearls,
The New York Central company tried passed. I tried to shake off the spell tion, and closed in saying she was my as the case may be, are just as jealously
guarded and handed down from generathe experiment of nsing steel cross ties that was on my spirit,bnt in vain; it most sincere aud attached friend.
tion to generation,pricelessheirlooms,
I crushed this scroll in my hand. 1
on the track in the vicinity of Garrison’s was as if I had walked world lost to all
would have ground it to powder— anni- souvenirs of the past. In the jeweler's
three years ago. The result could not humanityforever.
hilated its very dust from the fade of art of today two widely differentnabe arrivedat in a short time, but after
I rose, and dressingmyself went down
continuous use it has now been deter- to work in the garden. I was restless the earth if I could. 1 didn’t mean to tions probably excel all others in the
mined that they are not only serviceable, and uneasy, laboring under a conscious- .curse Marion Ware, but I am not surt originality of their designs— France and
Russia. The former not only originates
that I did. It would not be strange.
bnt as good as, if not superior, to wooden ness of some duty unfulfilled.
Every day there was a fresh bouquet designs of her own, but calls upon her
ties.
At last I put down my boo and went
j into the house. I put on my
mill clothes of hothouse flowers on the little stand varied art imagination to adapt all the
ODDS AND ENDS.
and sought my mother. She looked up by the Ixxlside. After #whilo I began fancies and cruditiesof the ancients,
until her jewelry sets the patternsfrom
to feel curious about them. I asked my
Japanese women are almost wholly ' in surprise as I said:
which all others save Russia copy.— H.
mother where they came from.
“Mother,
I
am
going
to
the
mills.”
vegetarians.
P. Mawsou in Harper’s Weekly.
“Miss Gaylord sent them.”
“Indeed!
i had hoped yon were done
Of the thirty-two ducal and princely
“Miss Gaylord? I know no such pergoing there, Edward. Yesterdaywas
families establishedby Napoleon I fourRapid Digging.
sou.
the 14th, was it not'/”
teen are extinct.
‘The young lady you saved from the
The new Australianmole, Notoryctes.
“Yes; but I feel obliged to go today.
Typesettingis a popular industry My work is not yet done; it will be fin- : explosionwith you. Bhe is a Miss Adele is prodigiouslyagile aud swift, a propamong the women of England, of whom Lihed soon, I
Gaylord, of Trenton, and to her you owe erty on which Mr. Benham, who lived
4,500 make a living thereby.
I kissed her and went out. At the an everlasting debt of gratitude,Ed- for some time at Idracowra,says:
The mean descent of the Ohio river door of the grinding mill I met Mr. Mor- ward. I often think she saved your life, “Everybodyhere can ^ell you how soon
from the junction of the Alleghany and ton, the senior proprietor. He grasped for when you raved in delirium and one of these animals will get away by
Monongahelato the Mississippi is about my hand eagerly.
would have torn off the bandages from digging in the sand. I had brought a
6W inches per mils, the distance being
“Ah, Green, glad to see you! What’s your bead when the surgeon had tre- live one to the house and we were talk975 miles.
this I hear about your leaving us? Lin- panned your wound, she alone had the ing of its agility in digging.Mr. Stokes
The largest sailing ship afloat is the coln was speaking about it last night. power to quiet you. Why, when you desired to see it at work. After Bjiadiug
French five nested France, launched in Why, we couldn’t part with yon at all.” were at the worst she stewd over you and turning over the ground near the
1890. The vessel is 361 feet long, 49
“I did give notice to leave last night, three days and nights without sleeping, house we set the animal down; I held it
broad and has a depth of 20 feet. Her net and intended yesterday for my last day never complaining, never getting out of in my hands till it was nearly hidden,
tonnage is 3,624.
iu the mill; but circumstances have de- patience with your moods. She is an and then tried to overtake it by scratching tbe ground behind it, but it was
There are only 70,000 people in Ice- cided me to remain some time longer— a angel!”
Miss Gaylord called in severaltimes quicker than I. 1 took a shovel and
land, bnt they print eight newspapers month, perhaps.”
during the next three weeks. How tried to find it, but without success.
“Right; only you must set no time.”
on the island. As a result, about the
Another man came to my help with a
“Thank you; I will think of it,” 1 beautiful abe was to me now.
whole population is educated, in the
By the 1st of December 1 was able to second shovel, and also a native woman
sense that the number of illiteratesis said, and went on with my duties as
sit up most of the time aud gcout some.
very small.
used to digging iu the ground with her
«
Everything went quietly on in its acOne clear starlightnight my mother liands. But all three of us could not
It is figured out that if the entire population of the world, comprising 1,400,- customed routine. I began to mile at left me alone for the first time daring find it.”— Popular Science Monthly.
000,000 people, were divided into fam- the absurdity of my last night’s vision. my illness;she and my little sister Effie
“I had eaten too much supper; staid went to a Sabbath school concert, iu the
grusltlve.
ilies of five, Texas could furnish each
There was but one man on the car
family with a half acre lot and have out too long whispering soft nothings to village. I brightened the fire on the
hearth, drew up a great armchair and and he was seated. The aisle was
Marion,” I said to myself.
plenty of land to spare.
A superb new bridge has been con- Toward night a party of visitorsar- tat down to a quiet hour of dreaming. crowded with women standing. The
rived. Such things were frequent, The music of sleigh bells aroused me. conductor rang the bell.
structedin Rome, over the picturesque
Newark was somewhat of a summer The music ceased for a moment,
___ up!”
_j.
“Get
cried tbe driver, addressing
Tiber, and it is considered one of the
resort for city people, and a sojourn passed down tbe road. The door opened | tbe horses.
finest modern works in the city. It has
there was not complete without a visit softly and Adele Gaylord came in. [ "I won’t do it!" yelled the man. “I’ve
chriBten6d Pont€ Hargherita by to the powder mills.
Blushing and hesitatingat seeing me : paid my fare and I’m going to keep my
their majestiesof Italy.
I went out to meet this party and to •lone, wrapped up in rich furs and crim- ! seat."— Harper’s Bazar.
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up to meet her.

“Come in, Mbw Gaylord; 1 am glad to
welcome you.”
"Where is your mother?"
"Gone to the village with Effie. Let
me take off your wraps, will you/"
I drew up a chair for her and took off
her outside garments. She was hardly
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principal items of appropriationcarried
by the river and harbor bill are the following: Indiana barbore— MichiganCity-
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questionamong you that by spraying ae esn
IT 18 DONE. prevent the ravages sutoug our fruit* of those
Insect pests and fungous diseases thst hsve
Thlrty-fonrtli Aanual proved so destructiveHut, eiiile I hsve the

!>'.

A

j

and see the

|

NEW SPRING STYLES

DRESS GOODS

i

Atkt

--- WE HAVE
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"

and five of them were the Miner law by which presidentialelect- London purple solution, and the kerosene emul- In other plums of the same kind. 1 found but
sion.
few under my tree* that hud fallen off from begatheredin and promptly gave bail in the ors are elected by distriu*instead of on
The
kerosene
emulsion
is to prevent the rav- ing stung."
sum of $10, QUO each for their appearance a general ticket.
W. A. Huntsman, Lawson, Hay Co. : "On trees
ages of hop lice, squash hugs, leaf hoppers,
He has no doubt of the validity of the law,
when wanted. The two drlinquenU were
aphis, bark line,chinch bugs, etc. It ia made 1 sprayed this spring the apples are very much
but
the
Republicans
will
carry
it
to
the
state
Aldermen Goeeelinand Gorman. When
•upreme court. If it declare# against the law by dissolving, by boiling one-halfpound of hard nicer than those not sprayed; only about onewurt adjournedthey bad not been found.
the caw will be appealed to tbe United Ktatee ooap In four pints of w ater. To this add a gal- fourthas many wormy apples on them ns on
Gomelin wae arrested in the council chamsupreme court for a final decision, and this de- lon of kerosene,and the whole is agitatedbrisk- those 1 did not spray."
ber at night and taken before Judge Ad* cision will hardly be reached beforeelection.
ly until a stable mixture is forced. The agitation Llndon Marts, Grovedale, Maries Co.: "Gave
am*, where at It o'clock he gar# bonds.
"Catch ’Em Both Comin' aad Goin."’
my orchard three sprayings. The fruit is fine
Alderman Roth made a etatementto the In the meantime—continued Governor Wl- is best accomplished by using a force pump and
and large: no worms; while those not sprayed
public last evening which discloeee the nans— we will proceed on the aaeumption that pumpingthe mixture with force back into the
are small, wormy and knotty. My trees have
fact that the leeding newspapers of the the law ie valid. We will elect delegatee by vessel that containsit. This emulsion is ordinmade fine growth. 1 considerthat the outfitha*
city are behind the proeecution. and that district* as the law provides. The state can- arily dilutedfor use by adding ten to twelve
quarts of water. It may be diluted and used well paid for itselfon my potatoes and cabbage
it was to assist them in exposingthe cor- vassing board will be a Democraticbody and
ruption among the city fathers that he ac- will recognisetbe new law as the only law to at once, or it may be alowed to stand and alone. For the cabbage worm I used Paris green
proceed under. Unless the Republican* fall be diluted when needed.Now, as to the cost of —one pound to 400 gallons of water— effectually
cepted money for his votes on the “boodle’'
Into line and nominateand elect by district*
ordinances. In the beginningof bis elate- insteadof upon a general ticket they will find it. Only of the best whale-oilsoap should be gettingaway with the cabbage worm."
John F. Schultx, Canton, Lewis Co.: "The
meat he says he had not been long In the the slate will be solid for the Democratic used, but it costs only 15 cents per pound. A
council before he found that ordinances ticket. The canvassing board will issue pound of the soap and two gallons of kerosene, first 1 sprayed were grape vines, and also young
were not always passed on their merits, certificates of election to those electors chosen total cost 3u to 45 certs, will make thirty gallons pear trees.Of grapes 1 will say, had it not been
but that in some cases they settleddown according to the provisionsof the new law. If of the emulsion dilutedfor use. Not takinginto for the sprayingI would have bad no fruit as I
toadiN|>en»atiouofmoney; at least that the Republicans persist in demandingthat the account the light labor requirediu its prepara- tried it thoroughly by leaving, of all Hie varieties
electors chosen under tbe old law be recog- tion, the cost of the emulsion ready for use, is I had, some unsprayed, which lost at least90 per
was the impressionhe got.
nised the <juentionwill go before the Democent of their fruit by black rot. Where I did
less than 2 cents pergallon.
Were Tardy in Approaching Him.
cratic house of representatives
to decide which
Previous to the introduction of the Koon- •et of electors to accept
The second of these important remedies is the spray I saved, from Concords, a full half crop:
omic gas ordinance he had not been apBordeaux mixture, made as follows: Dissolve Martha the same; Elvira at least 90 percent, and
Norton'sVirginia Seeding no rot at all. I will
proae-hwl with any boodle proposition besix pounds of sulphate of copper (blue vitriol)
• - HAS BLAINE RESIGNED?
say her?, I could. have saved more Concord had
cause, as lie believes,he was thought to
in sixteen gallonsof water, in another vessel
lie too honest to make such a proposition A Ueport That He Has Done No Sent to
slake four pound* of lime in six gallons ot water. it not been for the very unfavorableweather for
Chicago.
safe. But at the time of the passageof
When this lias cooled pour it slowly into the grape— rain nearly every day— and havlug so
the economic ordinance over the mayor’s
Chicago, March 23.— The Times has A copper solution, being careful to mix tbe fluid much work to do it was impossiblefor me to get
veto.it was found by the boodle members
around in time. Furthermore, I did not comdispatch from Washingtonwhich says: thoroughlyby constant stirring.As to the cost
ui the council that it would be necessary
mence quite soon enough, as I considerspraying
of this: The water of coursecosts nothing, the
“James G. Blaine has sent in his resignato bring into line some aldermen who had
a preventive,
and not a cure. I also sprayed a
lime next to nothing,and 100 pounds of the coption as secretary,of state. This report was
per of sulphatewill cost only 7 cents per pound.
Circulated Unlay ia high official circle*.It Thc-lioxdeaux-mixUireis used-tor tbe Mack rot
is believed that the written resignation bat of tbe grape, for pear and quince leaf 'blight,
been in the hands of tbe president and for potato blight or rot. To apray with it
for several days. The matter has been the average vineyaid will cost, per spraying, for
kept very quiet, and it only became known labor and material, includingthe coat of putting

IN

WE CAN LEAD ALL OTHERS.

Clothing, Hats, Caps, Boots, Shoes.
Strictly Fresh Eggs and first-class Butter.

__

leged conspirators,

not iieen brought into line on the original
vut« uu the ordinance,-lie supposesthat,
thinkingthat his voting for it would be
worth more in satisfying the public that

of

fine lot

It

Michiganharbors: Charlevoixharbor, of epraylnx. This question k the universal out of their own pockets, hence are apt to be
•10,000; Frankfort,II0.UJ0;Grand Haven, touchstoneuouNdayn. J1 It p^ys to spray, we conservativeand safe lu their conclusions,
•40,000; Grand Marais Refuge, •90,000; want to know It. that we tusy adopt this method apprehend that you are of tbe same disposition.

.

come

splendid opportunity, if you do not

{

pa)1 ! naturally tbe first question tb«t whose experience cover* not a few feet, but
preseuta Itselffor auewer in any consideration acres, and who must pay for their experience
Will

{

experimental statiMis,1 much prefer to hsve
the experienceof actual, practical fruit grow era,

;

Manistee,•50,000;Holland (Black I*ke), of tlxhUnx insects and fungi and get our share Hence I will quolejfroma very few of the letters
•5,000;Musktgon, •75,000; Ontonagon, fcX),- of tne financial reward,if H does not pay to have receivedfrom fruit grower* in this stale.
W0; band Beach, •150,000;ftt. Joseph, 150, - spray, we waul to know it, that we may not he I have lettersfrom above l.tedfrult growers that
"Wb«r« la (iorMaaf—Tka BaaOlary Ka* WO; South Haven, •10,000;Marquette,•90,- led Into an unprofitableundertaking' We may tried sprayingthe-|»a*tseason, and their univer000; FM&key. $20,000.
be in the business of fruit growing fornurbes'th sal testimonyis that it accomplishes all claimed
(Maad by AMaraiM Rnth-UU KaParlWisconsin harbora-jGreenBay. $10,000; but we are also in it for the profit that may be for it. Hut time forbid*that I should quote from
aacr m »
Ma Katara • Hava* Kenosha. $15,000;Kewaunee, $90,000;Manmade.
more than half a doren of these letters.
l>a par Hchraia af lavaatlgattaaWith
itowoc, •IH.QQO:Milwaukee refuge, $75,000; M) experience In sprayingIs probably at exKays Isaac Kmalley, Ilia,Mercer Go., Mo.: "It
Knlaaut turraaa aad Uata Ot.TOO far Milwaukee harbor, $74,000;Kacine, $25,000; tensive as that of any one in the country,and it
was too wet to give It a fair trial.We never got
• Caapla of Yataa— A Otary af Craokad* Buptrior bay and St. I/ouls bay, $70,000;
iius shown me very conclusively
that it dues pay to spray but once on our trees. We sprayed
aaaa That Will ha Hard ta ksptala Sheboygan, WO, 000; Ashland,$45,000.
Pi spray, and it pays very handsomely.Some almut 600 trees and the apples look line. Apples
For a ship channel twenty and twenty- times It pays KOI) to 1,000 per cent. That ie cer• Away.
left uusprayed in the orchard arc full of worms.
one feet in depth and of a minimum width tainly sufiirientlyprosperous. Are you incredu1 can't recommend it too highly
,
Chicago, March A— Indictmenu against
of 800 feet in the shallows of the connectlous about that} I can only say that my experiII. W. Sherman, Neosho Co.: "I received two
seven aldermen were returned by the grand ing waters of the great lakee between Chience has shown me that a profit of 8U0 per cent wagon loads from an on-bard yesterdaythat was
jjirj In Judge Cliffovd'a court yesterday cago, Duluth and Buffalo an appropriain sprayingis by no means unusual, and tbent, sprayed and there w as not a peek of wormy or
afternoon, the charge in each caee being tion of $2,940,000is provided. For contin- are many !tt this state, some probably present specked fruit in the two loads. I purchased the
uing the improvement of the Mississippi
here todsy, that can bear the same tewUmouy. fruit from the same on-hard last year, which
conspiracy to commit the felony of bribery.
rivlr from the mouth of the Ohio river to
Profit depend* upon the cost of a thing and the was not sprayed,and there was not over three
Ike city fathers who must stand trial are: Ht. Paul, Mian., $1,500,000, with additional
results achieved.We w ill first considertbe cost bushelsof sound fruit to the load."
William J- O'Brieo, Sixth ward: Daniel R. contracts aggregating $1,500,000 per anof spraying. It is Inconsiderable.Fortunately
ThoniasJobson, Macon, Macon Co.: “I sprayed
O'Brien, Twenty-third ward; Nicholas
|um for three yean, commencingJuly 1, no one need be deterred from splaying by tbe
about 6011 apple trees. The fruit is flue ami alOemer, First ward; Patrick J. Gorman, 1B03.
cost. In spraying there are three important most entirely free from worms. I have a few
Thirty-third ward; Philip Jackson, ‘Fourmixtures used, other things are used, bin these tree* that on account of locationI neglected to
MICHIGAN'S ELECTORAL LAW.
teenth ward; Stephen M. Gomelin,Seventhree mixtures are used much more than all spray and the apples on those trees are badly inteenth ward; John K. Dorman, Tenth The Oenaeratle I’rug reiume as Stated by things put together,and many fruit growers, jured on account of worms."
Gwv. W'ioaas.
perhaps a majority,will never have occoalou to
ward.
A. J. I'ark, Virginia,Hstes Co.: "I sprayed
Grand Kahus, Mich., March 1A -Gov- use anything other than these three mixtures. over 1,000 Wild Goose plum trees. All parties
All bet Ooe Give Woods.
CapitiMw were immediately issued by ern or Wiuaus yesterday out lineal what For the sake of brevity 1 w ill consideronly t’.iese using my plums were led to remark tliat they
Judge Clifford for the arrest of the al- course the Democrats would pursue ujk>u three. They are the Uordeaux mixture, the did not find any worms in the plums, us they did
City
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few young pear trees, and they held their foliage
nicely, while the season before this they lost
nearly all their foliage. This fail I tried the

Holland City has arrived at
that period in her history when

Hordeaux mixture on an old strawberry bed,
For the choicest
the ordinance was not wholly bad than
where the leave* had the rust,and I notice the
the solidity of her industriesgive
the vote of some of the members of the
good result already.:'
evidence of her future. The keen
council whose reputations were less satisI might multiply these, but it is not necessary,
it on, not more than $1.00 per acre.
factory led them to prefer him to others last uight by accident.Callers at the
i have alreadytaken so much of your time that
observer of how and where cities
The third, and most importantof these remewho might have be«n bought.
Blaiue residence were refused either a deof my own experience I will only say that I have
dies, is the London purplesolution—the rernedy
are built see in our advantageous
nial or affirmation of the rumor. At the
been experimenting in sprayingfor eight years
for the codling moth, ca'nker worm and curculio
DEVELOPMENT OF THE PLOT.
\Yhite House also nothing could be
and have sprayed extensivelytiie past two years
location, with lake navigation
of the plum, etc. It is made by mixing Loudon
and 1 have 300 acres in fruits and have proven to
learned, and an equal air of mystery preALSO
purple with sufficient water to make a paste.
and the enterpriseand determinaBolli la InformedThat HU Vote Is
my own satisfaction that it pays to spray every
vailed.”
This Is stirred thoroughly into a pail of water
Worth Something.
vine and tree that one has— that it will pay to
tion of her people, her bright
and allowed to stand over night. The jconkmis
AldermanRoth then proceeds: “It was
Hpray on account of the greater health and thrift
DISPATCH FROM SALISBURY.
of the pall are then strained through a tine sieve
future and act accordingly.
during that period while they were seeking
of the tree or vine alone, not to speak of securor a coursecloth into the distributing
tank or
for additionalhelp to pass the ordinance Be ported to Have Declined to Extend
ing large corps of perfect fruit.
As the market affords.
Have you a surplus capital ?
barrel containingwater. There should be from
That "Modus."
The editor of the Fai-ii-rs’Call said lust Sepover the veto that 1. was. lint spoken to in
140 to 150 gallons of water for each pound of
Are you a workingman ?
tember, nffer a visit to my fruit fields: "CertainWashington, March 21.— It was learned
regard to getting money foi my vote. I
London purple. The pound of London purple
ly
if
we
could
take
the
fanners
and
fruitgrowers
Are you. a young man ?
We have recentlyadded a Steam Meat
was spoken to by one of the O'Biieus, through an official of the state department will cost 20 cents, and fifty gallons of the soluof tliis country to Mr. Stahl'sfruit fanns and
last
uight
that
a
dispatch
was
received
Cutter which enables us to produce
who said that I could receive a consideraIf so, you ought to begin by
tion will spray an acre of the averageorchard.
nhow them the effects of spraying that we saw,
tion for my vote.” - Knowing that the yesterday from Lord Salisbury in reply to
Mr, E. D. L. Evans of Houseman, Mich., writes
Sausages that are pronounced
every intelligent man among them would have a
investing in Holland City real esleading newspaperswere fighting the the note of the presidentof the 8th lust. me that with my barrel sprayer,which requires
by all who have tried them
sprayingoutfit beforeanotherseasou,and would
tate and lay the foundation for a
boodlers he called upon them and at a The contents of the note could not be as- one man to operate it, he sprayed his ten-acre no more think of failing to spray his fruit trees
to be the very finest.
meeting with several of the chiefs of the certained, but it is understood that.itcon- orchard between 8 o'clock in the forenoon and 3 and plants than he would of failing to cultivate
home and a competence.
tains the refusal of Lord Salisbury to in the afternoon,using eight barrels of solution.
papers and other gentlemen the matter
his corn or potatoes."
Orders taken and packages delivered
extend the modus vivendi for another It is easy to see that this sprayingdid not cost 20
Invest your savings where the
Missouriis one of the greatestand grandest
was talked over “and arrangements were
free of charge.
cents per acre for material and labor. Mr.
States of the Union. It may well be asked if its
principal is sure and some day
made for receiving the money promised in
Evans says: "Our orchnrd is the only one that
Will Send Two of Them Back.
such a way tliat witnesses could testifyto
wonderful combination of agricultural and minthe profit will be great. There is
has any fruit on it at all.
the visit of the man who paid the money.
New York, March 23.— Among the Mr. Frank Wellbouse, Fairmount, Kan., the eral wealth,its central location, and its situation
us
regards
the
natural
means
of
internal
nothing better in the line of an
Gut a Hull of «?50.
twenty -one “ex -convicts,"who it was relargestapple-grower iu the country writes:
“The $750 was paid to me in my office, ported reached America on the steamship "We sprayed 160 acres twice, equal to 320 acres commerce, will not in time make her the greatinvestment today than property
Eighth Street!, Holland.
which money 1 immediatelyshowed to my Chanderuagor on Sunday morning, were a once, ami 277 acres three times, equal to 831 acres est among the sisterhoodof States. She 1ms
marvelous possibilities iu fruit raisingand her
in
Holland.
bookkeeper,explaining who had paid it murderer and a man who had attempted once, or a total of 1,115acres at a single spraying.
and why it was paid. This was on the murder. The other nineteen were guilty To do this we need 60,000 gallons of water and rank as a fruit growing state is among tbe very
C.
Wednesday after the passage over the of mere misdemeanors, such as fighting 600 pounds of London purple, and it took forty- first. I am sure the horticulturists of this great
mayor’s veto of the Economic gas ordi- (withoutknives), stealing wood from pub- six days to co the spraying:so that the excuse slate cannot do anything that will more advance
nance, and this money at once, within five lic laud, and being out after 11 o’clock at standsthus; Forty-sixdays with team at 12.50 their individualinterests and the horticultural
minutesafter receiving-it, I took over to night. The nineteen were permittedto per day, $115; 600 pounds London purple st 10 developeiuentof this Empire State than by putHOUSE
the Daily News office, and in the presence leave Ellis Island Monday and find their cents a pound, $60; total $175; or a littleover 15 ting this new art of spraying into use in uli
SIGN
their orchards and vineyards.
of witnessesdeposited it in a safe in a way to Mulberry bend. The two will be
cents per acre, and about lVt mills per tree for
sealed envelope, bearing the date and state- sent back to Italy.
-ANDeach spraying."
ment as to what it referred to.
As
already
appears,
it
is
necessary
to
spray
OF
Diita«trou« Fire at Homer.
“A bout two weeks after the ordinanceof
the Northern Pacific passed the council Champaign, IU., March 21.— Eleven more than once. A little informationabout the
COURSE
the second time a certain alderman buildings were burned in the business times of spraying will be necessaryto determine
ALL
DONE IN
NEAT
fully tbe cost of spraying each orchard or vinefrom the south sideward informed me center of the village of Homer Saturday,
A fine dwelling house and splendidly
about noon, July 38, the day after the entailing a loss of about $50,000. The fire yard, and with this informationwe will also have
AND
ARTISTIC
MANNER.
BECAUSE WE SHOW THE
nearly all the information necessary as to how located lot on north-east corner of
ordinance was passed, that Billy O’Brien
begau in the millinerystore of Lovina to spray. To prevent the black rot of the grape
Twelfth and Market streets.Enquire
hud the money, and that he was to meet*
HamUl and destroyedail the buildings in
O'Brien at the Sherman house at 2 Main street from the square to Andrew by using the Bordeaux mixture, spray in the of the owner. HENRY VEGTEK.
springafter the vineyard has been pruned and
LARGEST AND BEST ASSORTMENT
o'clock.”He communicated this to the
Unger's residence and west in First street put iu order, but beforevegetationhas started:
23 Twelfth Street, Holland, Mich.
newspapers, and as he understoodthey
to Dr. Aupp’s residence. Six families were
IN THE
'
hud the hotel watched to see that the burned out of their homes. The property again about ten days before the flowersopen;
the third time when the flowers are opening,and
meeting took place.
wae only partly insured.
from this time on every three weeks until the
‘ ttoth " Written «>u the Envelope.
And sell at a very small profit.
fruit beginsto color. To destroy codling moth,
“Very soon after 2 o'clock Billy O’Brien
They Arc All Getting Well.
canker worm or curculioof the apple by using
met me in the city clerk’s office and conWashington, March 21. — Secretary the London purple solution, spray soon after tho
A FULL LINE OF
ducted me into the washroom, where he
Blaiue Is Improving,and it was said at his
blossomshave fallen— when the apples arc the
handed me an envelope with the word 'Both'
house last night that he was out yesterday slxfiofapeu. If the best results are to be obwritten on the outside of it. The envelope
was sealed. I then went over to Mr. Bak for a short time. Dr. Busey, the physician tained, a second applicationshould be made a
AND OTHER JEWELRY.
in attendance upon SenatorMorrill, said week or ten days after the first. To preventleaf
cr'o office, in the Commercial Bank build
mg, the attorney for The Tribune.” At last uight that t he senator is still improv- blight of pear and quince,begin in March and
this office he met representatives of several ing. RepresentativeSpringer continues sprayevery three weeks until August 1. It will
I have just received u splendid Our stock of Silverwarewe are
newspapers,and the envelope was opened to improve. Dr. Curtis, his physician, re- be seen that not many sprayings are required,
stock of
selling at almost cost.
m their presence and found to contain two ports a rapid change for the better during and that Hie cost is insignificant when compared
$5U0 bills. The bills were then marked, the past three days.
with a heavy yield of perfect fruit.
and healed up again while the gentlemen
There is one item in the cost of spraying yet
If you have a watch or clock
low u Stlcktito 1’rolilblUou.
pros cut wrote their names on the envelope,
Is suitable for all kinds of Cookto be considered— the pump. A good pump does
that needs repairing we will do
and took such memoranda as they saw fit.
Dks MoiNEfl, March 23.— The Gatch bill not cost a large sum, but I must warn you not to
ing and Baking.
The package was then locked up iu The was defeated in the house of representa- buy a low-pricedpump, by which I mean one
it for you satisfactorily.
News safe.
tives yesterday by u strict party vote. costing$4.00 or $5,00. You cannot reasonably
The Alderman Explains His Action.
Every one of the forty-six Democratic expect to get a serviceablepntnp for that
After this detectives were employedby members of the house went on record in amount. And you can rest ussuredthat you will
the newspaper*and other evidence dis- its favor, and every one of the fifty-two not get such a pump unless you pay a reasonable
covered. Mr. Roth proceeeds: “With this Republicans present voted against it. price for It. Of all tbe vexatious things in tbe
than a wood stove.
I had very little to do. 1 desire to be un- Thus prohibition will continue in Iowa for world, a spraying pump that will not spray deCor. Eighth and Market.
derstood distinctly,and I have plenty of »t least two years more.
servedly, stands near tbe head. Inferior pumps
&c., &c., &c.
The new Aurora Range is the
proof to warrant my statement, I took no
that would not work, or tliat would not do good
money at any time for any purpose other
Five Week* StarvingHimself,
work, have done more than all things else to retJwui that of bringing to light the corru pt
You will find ray place headBTUABT, Iowa, March 21.— Five weeks tard the spread of spraying and the constant
gotho'*" employed iu the city council.
ago a well-to-do farmer of Waucomu, freeingofour orchards and vineyards from Inquarters for the
Dhti* action I felt that I owed to my cousects and fungi. For spraying vines, shrub*,
tituouts in my ward, and to the | Daniel Potter, ugf d 93 years, declared that etc., a Knapsack Sprayer is best and a good one
In the market.
popple of the entire city. 1 have he was going to itarve himself to death. can be got for from $12 to $15. For spraying
HUDSONVILLE,
MICH.,
.Since that time he hud refused to eat food
profited iu no way by the stand which I
and he died Saturday. He was almost re- trees a Barrel pump is required, and a good one
Jucve taken other than iu the feeling of
Suitable for householdsand
can be got for from $12 to 118 up. Koine comduced to a skeleton.
.isfoctidb that I have performed my
at
Prices. Specialistin Delicate Operations
plete Tank Sprayers sell as high as *75, and are
restaurants.
,y. If good shall come of this investiworth it. A good pump used with reasonable
Mrs. Osborne May Be Released.
jon through improved methods in the
care and storedproperly when not in use will
For prices and information
-INcouncil I shall feel amply rewarded ; London, March 21.— It is understood last for years, so that the pump adds scarcely
go to
that
Home
Secretary
Matthews
will
probie trouble I have taken, the enmities

Beef, Pork, Mutton,
Veal, Etc.

Poultry, and

year.

_

Game

KUITE BROS.

WE

WALSH.

CLOCKS

TALK

pOR Sale!
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ABOUT
-AND-

WATCHtS.

PAPER hanging.
WORK

A

JACOB HOEK
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Stock!

RINGS,

DIAMONDS

YOU COOK?

THE AURORA

Evaporating Stove

Glassware,

Porcelain,

Cheaper and Better

Crockery,

Lamps, Flower Pots,

Otto

Breyman & Son

W.C. COVEY, V.S.

Finest

anything to the cost of spraying.

idfce formed ami the very unjust accus- i ably order the release iu May of Mrs. FlorFinally, what do we accomplish by spraying?
, which have been made thought- ; ence Ethel Osborne, now serving a senDoubtlessyou are familiarwith the reportsof
_ againstme. Everything that I have j tenoe of nine months’ imprisonment for
experimentalstation*, and especiallywith the
«kt l»re I am prepared to prove by unim- 1 perjury ami larceny of Mrs. Hargreave'*
reports of the Departmentof Agriculture,and
I
pearls.
Kaotable testimony."
withoutdoubt this idtclllgent body reads herti-

0

Best and Cheapest

Goods
Low

PAUL A. STEKETEE Veterinaky :

Surgery.

BIDULINU8CASTRATED.

J.B.VanOrt

TERMS REASONABLE.

Fight street, ll'illaiul, MMi.

Light street, Opjx Notler A Ver Schure,
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